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Abstract

English: This paper studies the productivity impacts of managers in the public sector

using novel administrative data containing an output-based measure of productivity of

public offices. Exploiting the rotation of managers across sites, I find that a one stan-

dard deviation increase in managerial talent leads to a 10% increase in office productivity.

These gains are driven primarily by the exit of older workers who retire when more pro-

ductive managers takes over. I use these estimates to evaluate the optimal allocation of

managers to offices. Assigning better managers to the largest and most productive sites

would increase productivity by at least 6.9%.

Key words: managers, productivity, public sector, managerial practices, effectiveness
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Manager e Produttivitá nel Settore Pubblico

Abstract

Italiano: Questo articolo studia l’impatto delle figure apicali (manager) sulla produttivitá

degli uffici pubblici utilizzando una nuova misura di produttivitá basata sulla produzione

dei suddetti uffici. Sfruttando la rotazione delle figure apicali trovo che un incremento

delle qualitá manageriali pari ad una deviazione standard porta ad un aumento del 10%

della produttivitá. Tale incremento nella produttivitá é principalmente dovuto all’uscita

di lavoratori che vanno in pensione quando la sede viene assegnata ad un manager piú

produttivo. Utilizzo queste stime per valutare l’assegnazione ottimale delle figure apicali

ai diversi uffici e trovo che assegnando i manager piú produttivi alle sedi piú grandi e piú

produttive la produttivitá aggregata dell’Istituto aumenterebbe almeno del 6.9%.

Parole chiave: manager, produttività, settore pubblico, pratiche manageriali, efficacia
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I Introduction

Public sector managers are the cornerstone of modern bureaucracies. They oversee day-to-

day operations of complex public organizations and supervise policy implementation. Their

effectiveness may have large consequences for citizens’ welfare. For instance, delayed unem-

ployment insurance benefit payments can aggravate hardship of the newly unemployed, and

longer processing times for disability insurance claims can directly reduce employment and

earnings for multiple years (Autor et al., 2015). However, we know little about the extent to

which differences in manager quality ultimately impact public service provision.

On the one hand, managers may not be able to affect the performance of their organizations

because they lack many of the tools available to private sector firms (e.g., firing, promotions,

incentive-pay schemes). In most countries, public sector workers enjoy strong job security, and

often receive promotions and pay raises that depend only on seniority as opposed to individual

performance. On the other hand, public sector managers may play a particularly important

role precisely because of the lack of other tools to motivate their workers.

One reason why little is known about the effectiveness of public sector managers is that is

notoriously hard to measure the performance of government agencies. A set of recent studies has

made progress by measuring individual managerial practices, qualitative policies and procedures

that are thought to be associated with well-run organizations, and has established that these

measures positively correlate with public service delivery (Tsai et al., 2015; Bloom et al., 2015;

Rasul and Rogger, 2018). Yet, it is unclear how to translate these correlations into quantitative

measures of the causal impact of managers.

This paper studies the productivity impacts of managers in the public sector using novel

data from the Italian Social Security Agency (Istituto Nazionale di Previdenza Sociale — INPS,

hereafter). INPS administers applications for unemployment insurance, disability insurance,

pensions, subsidies to the poor and other welfare and insurance programs. A key innovation is

the use of an output-based measure of productivity of public offices constructed using detailed

administrative quarterly data on both output—measured by a (complexity-weighted) standard-
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ized index of claims processed by the office— and on full-time equivalent workers assigned to

the office. This is an ideal setting to isolate the contribution of managers to office performance

because all sites are subject to the same rules, workers produce a homogeneous product, and

there are virtually no differences in physical capital across offices. Important for the study of

government productivity, I do not need to rely on wages to infer productivity (Eeckhout and

Kircher, 2011).

I begin my analysis by documenting large variation in productivity across offices within

INPS, dispersion that is not fully explained by regional differences that typically characterize

the Italian economy. I then use a two-way fixed effects model to decompose log productivity

into the components due to office characteristics, manager effects, and time effects. A simple

model with additive office and manager components may raise two concerns. First, managers

could be assigned to offices on the basis of unobserved factors that determine their comparative

advantage. I test for match-driven sorting and find no evidence of comparative advantage-based

mobility. Second, manager rotation might be correlated with office-specific trends. I find no

evidence of sorting based on trends.

Using bias-corrected measures of the variance components, I find that manager fixed effects

explain 9% of the total variation in productivity at the office level—about one third as much

as the permanent component of productivity associated with different offices. Overall, a one

standard deviation increase in managerial talent is associated with a 10% increase in office

productivity. I also find that the (bias-corrected) covariance between manager and office fixed

effects is negative, suggesting that INPS currently allocates the best managers to the least

productive sites. This result is consistent with INPS trying to reduce inequality in productivity

across sites.

In the second part of the paper, I exploit the rotation of managers as a natural experiment

to study the mechanisms through which better managers achieve higher productivity. Previ-

ous research finds that effective private sector managers increase productivity by making better

personnel (Hoffman and Tadelis, 2018) and investment decisions (Bennedsen et al., 2010, 2011).
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Public sector managers do not have the tools of their private sector counterparts, so increasing

output may be particularly challenging. Instead, good managers may keep production high

while reducing costs. I extend the current literature by documenting what makes for a produc-

tive manager in the public sector. I find that the productivity gains are driven primarily by

the exit of older workers who retire when a productive manager takes charge. This is consis-

tent with anecdotes suggesting that senior workers leave when better managers reassign more

prestigious and better compensated tasks to other employees. Productive managers maintain

production without resorting to hiring or assigning overtime hours to compensate for the re-

duction in full-time equivalent employment. This is consistent with more productive managers

being able to better match workers with tasks. One might be worried that higher output per

worker comes at the cost of quality of service provided. INPS also measures a quality index

that captures both timeliness in processing claims and the rate of errors in subsequent random

audits. I use this quality index to assess whether there is any a trade-off between productivity

and quality of service, and I find that higher output per worker does not come at the cost of

lower quality in this setting.

In the final section of the paper, I discuss how governments could use these findings to

improve public service provision by evaluating the efficiency gains from alternative managerial

allocation schemes. The estimates from my productivity model imply that an optimal social

allocation assigns the best managers to the largest and most productive offices. I find that if

managers were reassigned on this basis, the productivity of the agency would increase by at

least 6.9%. This result suggests that there may be large social returns to carefully modelling

public sector productivity and the impacts of managerial talent.

This paper contributes to three strands of the literature. First, it contributes to the research

that documents the impact of management and managerial practices on firm-level outcomes

(Bertrand and Schoar, 2003; Perez-Gonzales, 2006; Bloom and Van Reenen, 2007; Bloom et al.,

2013; Lazear et al., 2015; Bloom et al., 2018; Bruhn et al., 2018; Hoffman and Tadelis, 2018;

Giorcelli, 2019; Bandiera et al., 2020). The effects of managerial practices are not confined to the
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private sector: better management practices are correlated with improved public service delivery

in hospitals (Tsai et al., 2015), schools (Bloom et al., 2015), and civil service organizations

(Rasul and Rogger, 2018; Rasul et al., 2019). My paper extends this literature in two ways.

First, I study a domain – the public sector – where we know very little about the productivity

impacts of managers.1 Second, to the best of my knowledge, this is the first paper to document

how managers matter in a very constrained environment where they have limited ability in

hiring and firing workers and no discretion over investment.

Second, my work relates to the literature that studies the impact of civil servants on the

performance of public sector institutions (Finan et al., 2017; Xu, 2018; Bertrand et al., 2019;

Best et al., 2019; Choudhury et al., 2019; Khan et al., 2019; Janke et al., 2019). The scarcity of

reliable output measures for the public sector has severely limited the extent to which researchers

could study the performance of government agencies, and my work attempts to fill this gap.2 My

paper is most closely related to the work of Best et al. (2019) and Janke et al. (2019), who find

conflicting evidence on whether public officials matter: Best et al. (2019) find that more effective

bureaucrats are able to substantially lower procurement costs in Russia, while Janke et al. (2019)

show that CEOs of large public hospitals do not affect hospital performance. The measurement

challenges that papers in this space have faced is reflected in their sophisticated approaches

to measuring performance: Best et al. (2019) develop a quality-adjusted price index using a

machine learning classifier, while Janke et al. (2019) aggregate their production variables into

a single performance index to proxy for multifaced hospital performance. My setting provides

several important advantages. First, I construct a comprehensive output-based measure of

office productivity that is not subject to the concerns relative to multitasking that characterize

previous studies. Second, I assess the productivity-quality trade-off using a measure of quality

1Choudhury et al. (2019) find that better alignment between the CEO and middle-level managers boosts re-
search productivity in India’s public R&D labs. Janke et al. (2019) find that CEOs do not affect the performance
of large public sector hospitals in the UK.

2A broader literature has focused on the performance of relatively small institutions and the consensus is that
better teachers and principals (Chetty et al., 2014a,b; Kane and Staiger, 2008; Lavy and Boiko, 2017; Branch et
al., 2012; Bloom et al., 2015; Bohlmark et al., 2016; Coelli and Green, 2012; Dhuey and Smith, 2014; Grissom
et al., 2015), and more effective bureaucrats (Best et al., 2019; Bertrand et al., 2019) improve the quality of the
service provided. One notable exception is the work by Janke et al. (2019) discussed below.
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that is unavailable to the existing literature. Third, I use the rich INPS administrative data to

recover the channels through which managers improve productivity and examine what makes

for a productive manager.

Third, this paper also fits in the broad literature on productivity differentials between

workplaces. Several papers have documented large and persistent differences in productivity

across firms, even in narrowly defined industries (Syverson, 2004, 2011; Chandra et al., 2016).

My paper contributes to this literature by providing compelling evidence that this phenomenon

is not limited to the private sector and that it arises even within a large centralized public

agency.

II Institutional Background

The Istituto Nazionale di Previdenza Sociale (INPS) employs 30,000 workers and administers

applications for virtually all social welfare and insurance programs in the country including

unemployment insurance, disability insurance, social security transfers, maternity leave, subsi-

dies to the poor, and audits to firms and workers. Even though INPS is a large, centralized

government agency, claim processing is decentralized. Every office has a catchment area and

processes all claims that originate from it. The overall demand facing a given office largely

reflects the demographic characteristics of residents and macroeconomic conditions. I study

the offices that conduct the routine work associated with reviewing and processing claims. My

sample includes 111 main satellite offices and 383 local branches.3 Within each office, a single

manager (figura apicale) oversees production workers who assess whether to accept or reject

claims (refer to Online Appendix C for additional details on within-office hierarchy).

At INPS, managers assign workloads and responsibilities, coordinate work inside the office,

and ensure resources are used effectively. Their tasks include monitoring the production process

and devising solutions whenever office performance falls short of production targets. However,

3These offices employ the vast majority of INPS workers. Refer to Online Appendix C for more details on the
sample construction. Figure J.I in the online appendix shows the distribution INPS offices across the country.
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managers are constrained from improving productivity through payroll decisions. Firing is

uncommon in Italian government positions; a hiring freeze was instituted in 2008 (blocco del

turnover) and covers the period of my analysis.4 Thus, managers have to make the best out

of their assigned set of workers. Anecdotally, more productive managers make their mark:

they reassign workloads and responsibilities, change workplace practices, enforce break times,

directly oversee employees’ performance, and evaluate office operations using quantitative data.

Table I presents summary statistics of managers’ characteristics. The first column includes

all managers observed in my sample, while column 2 presents the characteristics of managers

who are observed in at least two different offices (and therefore contribute to the estimation of

the two-way fixed effects model discussed below). In the full sample, the average manager is

54 years old and has 24 years of civil service experience, commensurate with most managers

having spent their entire career in civil service. Close to 60% were born in Southern Italy

or the Islands, potentially reflecting the relative attractiveness of civil service jobs to people

from those areas. About one-third of managers have a university degree in Law, and another

13% have a degree in Business, Administration, or Economics. Interestingly, over 20% have

no university-level education. In comparison to the overall sample, managers who move across

offices are younger, more likely to be male, and more likely to hold a university degree.

Next, I briefly describe manager rotation. INPS posts manager vacancies and their corre-

sponding eligibility criteria on an internal website that is visible to all employees. As there are

no official rules or unofficial guidelines on how to choose among qualified candidates, human

resources officers select managers by making a case-by-case assessment (Online Appendix A).

Managers stationed in main offices are forced to rotate every five years as part of anti-corruption

law 190-2012, which aims to prevent managers from becoming susceptible to corruption as a

result of becoming too entrenched. Because of staggered tenures, relatively few vacancies are

open in any given year, limiting the extent to which managers can sort.5 However, this law does

4The hiring freeze was introduced in 2008 and was aimed at progressively downsizing the public sector. This
reform allows government agencies to hire one worker for four employees who leave.

5While ideally, I would like to limit my sample to managers stationed in main offices as their moves are
plausibly more exogenous, I can not do so due to the limited sample size.
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not apply to managers serving in local branches (responsabili di agenzia). As such, one may be

concerned that managers may switch due to both plausibly exogenous reasons (e.g., retirement)

and potentially endogenous choices (e.g., work closer to home). Nonetheless, the limited pool

of candidates eligible to fill these positions, the lack of guidelines, and the many constraints

related to the manager rotation limit the ability of managers to sort into offices. Specifically,

if INPS decides to reallocate managers, the HR department faces a complicated problem. The

same hiring and firing constraints that apply to production workers also apply to managers, so

the HR department has to fill a given number of managerial positions by reshuffling a given set

of managers. I further corroborate this argument by testing for endogenous mobility in Section

V.

Workers and managers’ salaries have a fixed component (retribuzione tabellare) and a bonus

(retribuzione accessoria). The former is tied to job title and the latter is a strictly increasing

function of the levels of productivity and quality of service as well as the improvements of

these two indicators relative to the previous year (refer to Online Appendix B for details on

the bonus structure and the incentives that managers face in sorting into different office types).

Managerial positions pay a fairly high salary as managers earn on average significantly more

than the median Italian household income. While bonuses represent a small share of overall

employee compensation, they amount to 15-30% of managers’ salary.

III Conceptual Framework

In this section, I present a simple conceptual framework that serves two purposes. First, it

highlights where the existing empirical and theoretical work have focused. Second, it lays out

the basis for my empirical analysis and for the counterfactual exercises I develop in Section

VIII.

I begin by considering a constant returns to scale production function of a homogeneous
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product (Yit) that takes capital (Kit), labor (eitLit), and managerial talent (Mit) as inputs:

Yit = Aitf(Kit, eitLit,Mit),

where i and t index office and time, respectively. Ait represents total factor productivity and

it is the product of an office-specific and a transitory component (i.e., Ait = Ãivit). Mit is

the portable component of managerial talent and managers are heterogeneous in their ability.

Several papers have argued that increasing managerial talent increases output (Lazear et al.,

2015; Frederiksen et al., 2017) and ultimately improves firm performance (Bertrand and Schoar,

2003; Perez-Gonzales, 2006; Bennedsen et al., 2010, 2011). Previous research finds that effective

managers in the private sector increase productivity by making better personnel (Hoffman

and Tadelis, 2018) and investment decisions (Bennedsen et al., 2010, 2011). Public sector

managers do not have the tools of their private sector counterparts, so increasing output may

be particularly challenging. Good managers may be those who are able to keep production

high while reducing costs.

The Italian context suggests some simplifying assumptions that allow me to disentangle the

channels through which managers impact office productivity. First, all production employees

work on the same software and labor is the main input of production. There are virtually

no differences in per-worker physical capital across sites and little scope for manager input.

However, larger offices have more workers and more workstations. Thus, I specify physical

capital as Kit = kt × Lit, the product between a per-worker capital component kt, which does

not vary across offices, and labor Lit.

Managers are likely to matter the most with respect to workers. To formalize it, I specify

Lit as a labor aggregate h(L1, L2, ..., ) where I assume that there are ` worker types who differ

in their innate productivity. In principle, managers can either affect worker composition by

affecting each L` individually (Hoffman and Tadelis, 2018) or office size
∑

` L` (Lucas, 1978).

Finally, managers can also affect eit = mλ
it, effort, which I specify as an increasing function of
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per-worker managerial input (mit). The vast majority of papers that study the public sector

focus on eitLit by examining the role of bureaucrats and front-line providers (Finan et al., 2017;

Xu, 2018; Bertrand et al., 2019; Best et al., 2019; Khan et al., 2019). A key innovation of this

paper is that I study the direct impact of the portable component of managerial talent on office

performance (Mit) as well as the effects mediated through personnel decisions (eitLit).

Letting office production take a Cobb-Douglas form Yit = AitK
a
it(eitLit)

bM1−a−b
it , the log

output per workers lnPit can be expressed as:

lnPit =
[
ln Ãi

]
+ [a ln kt] + [(1− a− b(1− λ)) lnmit] + ln vit. (1)

I approximate (1) with a combination of office, time, and manager effects. I discuss the inden-

tifying assumptions in Subsection V.B.

The facts that technology is constant across offices, the same rules apply to all sites, and

offices produce a homogeneous product make this the ideal setting to study the impact of man-

agers on office-level outcomes. In other words, many of the confounding factors that typically

bias the estimates of the impact of managers on firm outcomes are held constant across sites.

IV Data

This section details the quarterly office level data that form the basis of my analysis. These

data are comprised of two main elements: data on office-level inputs and output and a personnel

file that allows me to observe individual worker assignments to offices.

IV.A Office-Level Productivity Measures

INPS has computerized quality control and internal monitoring system aimed at tracking every

step of the production process.6 I use their internal monitoring data from Q1 2011 to Q2

6INPS ensures that the information is accurate by recording the data centrally and supervising the data
collection in real-time.
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2017. These data report inputs including the number of full-time equivalent workers devoted to

production (FTEit) at office i in quarter t as well as information on absences, overtime hours,

and hours devoted to training by workers in each office. INPS also constructs a (complexity-

weighted) standardized index of claims processed by each office as a measure for office output

(Yit). Specifically, the number of claims (cv,it) of different types (v = 1, ...V ) processed by

office i in quarter t are aggregated into a single output measure by weighting them by their

complexity (wv,t).

Yit =
V∑
v=1

cv,it × wv,t.

The weights represent the time employees should take to process each type of claim (refer to

Online Appendix C for more details on the weighting system).7 Importantly, appropriately

weighting claims by their complexity controls for differences in tasks across offices (Autor et al.,

2006; Autor, 2013; Stinebrickner et al., 2018). Although INPS employees’ main task consists

in processing paperwork, they also take turns working at the front-office where they assist

beneficiaries. I provide more information on front office operations and show that measurement

error in this variable is not driving my results in the Online Appendix I.

I combine the measures of office output and FTE employment to construct my measure of

productivity (Pit) as output per worker:

Pit =
Yit

FTEit × 3
=

∑V
v=1 cv,it × wv,t
FTEit × 3

.

Pit represents the monthly worker productivity at office i averaged over quarter t, namely the

number of complexity-adjusted claims processed per worker. As INPS incentivizes managers on

the basis of monthly output per worker averaged over each quarter, I multiply the denominator

by three to normalize my measure of productivity in the same fashion.8 In the empirical

analysis, I approximate the labor aggregate Lit as FTEit × 3.

7For example, processing the paperwork associated with overdue pension benefits should take on average six
minutes while evaluating a mortgage (i.e., mutuo ipotecario) should take on average four hours.

8As I use log productivity in my analysis, this normalization does not affect any of the estimated coefficients.
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A concern is that dispersion in productivity may be driven by demand volatility and that

when demand is low workers are left idle. This is not the case due to two reasons: first, offices

have a large backlog (refer to Table II and Online Appendix C). Second, managers who are in

charge of offices facing low demand are instructed to contact a high-demand office and ask to

transfer claims to equalize workloads across sites (Online Appendix D). Another concern that

is sometimes raised in the analysis of productivity is that employees are selectively allocating

their effort to tasks that are rewarded by the employer while neglecting other activities that are

valuable but not directly rewarded (i.e., multitasking) (Holmstrom and Milgrom, 1991). In my

context, this worry is mitigated by the fact that I focus on workers whose tasks mainly consist

in processing paperwork, and INPS invests a lot of effort into carefully measuring all steps

of the production process. One may also worry that, if weights do not correctly reflect task

complexity, managers could try to game the system by shifting production toward overvalued

claims and neglect undervalued ones. I address these concerns in Section VII.

Throughout the analysis, I primarily focus on productivity as it relates to quantity of output.

However, the data also allow me to test whether managers matter in affecting quality. In

particular, INPS constructs an index of service quality, a weighted average of “timeliness” (the

fraction of claims processed within the first thirty days)9 and the “error rate” (the fraction of

claims that has to be processed more than once because of an error in initial processing).10 My

data does not contain these two sub-components, therefore I can not analyse them separately.

IV.B Office-Employee Data

In addition to office-level productivity data, I have access to a personnel file that allows me

to track employees over time within INPS (2005-2017). This dataset includes office location,

9While INPS generally sets the timeliness threshold at thirty days, there is a handful of products for which
the threshold is set at sixty and ninety days.

10INPS audits 5% of each office production twice per year, and most mistakes are detected during these
audits. Some are also found when denied beneficiaries file an appeal (Online Appendix C). My data does not
contain information on the audits, the number of mistakes, and the number of appeals filed so I can not analyze
these components separately.
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job title, hiring, firing, separations, and promotions.11 Anecdotally, most employees are hired

through a competitive examination (i.e., concorso pubblico) or from other government agencies.

Workers rarely quit a public sector job, and the vast majority of them leave the INPS when

they retire. Since I do not observe retirement directly, I use this anecdotal evidence to construct

a proxy for it. I define retirements as coming from two sources: (1) voluntary separations of

workers over age 60 and (2) automatic separations due to worker age limits (refer to Online

Appendix C for details).

IV.C Descriptive Statistics and Stylized Facts

In this subsection, I present an overview of Social Security Offices and I document two stylized

facts related to productivity.

Table II reports the summary statistics for the full sample in column 1; columns 2 and 3

display the statistics for main offices and local branches respectively. Main offices are substan-

tially larger than local branches. A typical main office employs on average 115 workers, while

a local branch has on average only 16 employees. As labor is the main input of the produc-

tion process, larger office size translates to higher output. Offices have a large backlog which

amounts to 80% of the average quarterly inflow of new claims. While all offices have large

backlogs, this phenomenon is more pronounced in main offices. Interestingly, main offices are

12% more productive than local branches on average. Despite these stark differences between

main offices and local branches, the quality index and absenteeism rates do not seem to differ

substantially across these two types of production sites. Overall, employees devote a very small

fraction of their time to training and overtime work (column 1). Hiring is extremely limited in

this context, 0.5 workers per office separate from INPS on average every quarter (62% of which

are due to retirement), and 0.9 workers transfer to another office within the Social Security

Agency (Online Appendix C).

In the remaining part of this Section, I document two stylized facts. First, there is a

11The personnel data does not include information on wages and earnings.
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surprising amount of variation in productivity across offices over time, even within a large

centralized agency. Offices located at the 90-th percentile of the productivity distribution are

2.6 times more productive than those at the 10-th percentile (Figure J.IIa). Although comparing

productivity differentials across industries is notoriously hard, I benchmark my estimates with

previous studies. I compare the distribution of log productivity in my sample (Panel A of Table

J.I) with the within-industry plant-level distribution moments in Syverson (2004) (Panel B).

There might be reasons for believing the dispersion in productivity across offices that belong

to the same centralized agency is substantially smaller than the one across plants within the

same industry; yet my estimates are somewhat smaller, but comparable, to those in Syverson

(2004).

Second, there are large productivity differentials not only across but also within regions.

Figure J.III plots the average productivity in each province over my sample period. This figure

shows that while the North is more productive on average, there is a substantial variation

within each geographical region (for details regarding workload composition across regions and

dispersion in sub-components of productivity refer to Online Appendix D).

V Do managers matter in the public sector?

I develop a framework which exploits manager rotation across sites to decompose productivity

into a manager and an office component. I discuss the identification challenges that arise in this

context and estimate the model. I then perform a series of diagnostic checks which evaluate

the performance of my specification in this setting. I conclude this section by summarizing the

implications of this model in a variance decomposition exercise and comparing my estimates to

the literature.
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V.A Preliminary Evidence

If the variation in productivity across offices was entirely driven by time-invariant differences

across sites, changes in manager ability should have no impact on office productivity. If instead

managers directly affect office-level outcomes, we would expect productivity gains to be posi-

tively correlated with changes in managerial ability. To test this claim, I correlate changes in

log productivity with changes in manager ability.

I construct the former as the difference between average log productivity in the four quarters

after a change in management and average log productivity in the four quarters prior to a

change. I proxy for the ability of manager m at office i with the (trend adjusted) leave-i-out

mean of log productivity.12 This exercise does not take sorting into account; in particular, the

leave-office-out mean overstates (understates) manager ability for officers who work in highly

(un)productive offices. Figure I shows a positive correlation between the two variables of interest

(slope 0.211 and SE 0.101), suggesting that improvements in managerial talent are associated

with productivity gains.13

The pattern looks remarkably linear; this implies that a unit change in managerial talent

produces symmetric gains and losses. I classify these switches by the outgoing manager leave-

out-mean quartile (group of origin), and the slopes for these four groups look roughly the same

(Figure I). In other words, productivity gains associated with a change in leadership do not

appear to depend on the talent of the outgoing manager.

V.B Econometric Model

I develop an econometric model that allows me to separately identify the impact of managers

and office heterogeneity on productivity. In particular, I posit that log productivity (lnPit) is

12Namely, the average quarterly productivity of other offices during the quarters they were managed by m.
13If there was no selection of managers into offices and no measurement error, we would expect a slope of

1. Measurement error biases the coefficient toward zero, while selection can bias it in either direction. In this
case, the slope is less than one due to a combination of measurement error in the proxy for managerial talent
and sorting. I discuss the implications of sorting for my empirical strategy and document this phenomenon in
Subsections V.B and V.D, respectively.
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the sum of a manager component (θm(i,t)), where m(i, t) is the identity of the specific manager

of office i in quarter t, a permanent office component (αi), a time effect (τt), and an error term

(uit):

lnPit = αi + τt + θm(i,t) + uit, (2)

i and t index office and time, respectively. I interpret θm(i,t) as the portable component of

managers’ ability.14 I refer to it is as manager quality or managerial talent interchangeably.

The office effects (αi) proxy for the time-invariant characteristics of the office (e.g., geograph-

ical location, average quality of the workers at office i, main office vs local branch) and for

size/composition of the workforce to the extent that these variables do not change over time. I

include time fixed effects to absorb seasonality and macroeconomic shocks.

Model (2) postulates that productivity changes discreetly as a new manager takes over.

However, in reality, managers may take some time to change work practices. As I do not want

the estimated manager effects to be confounded by switching costs or measurement error in

manager identity15, I estimate (2) excluding the first quarter in which the new manager is in

charge.

I can re-write (2) in matrix notation as:

ln(P ) = Dα +Gθ + Tτ + u, (3)

where D, G, and T collect all the office, manager, and time dummies respectively. OLS identifies

the parameters of interest under the following identifying assumptions:

E[d′iu] = 0 ∀i, (4)

14Given my relatively short panel, I can not estimate time-varying manager effects to allow for career dynamics
and manager learning. While these phenomena are potentially very interesting, they are unlikely to represent a
major concern in this setting as most managers have been working in the public sector for almost 30 years and
are in the very last part of their career (Table I).

15If the switch does not occur on the first day of the quarter, I assign the quarter of the switch to the manager
with the longest spell in that quarter.
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E[g′mu] = 0 ∀m, (5)

where di is the i-th row of the matrix D and gm is the m-th row of the matrix G.

It is well known that the office and manager effects in (2) are identified by movers. As I can

separately identify manager from office effects only within a connected set (Abowd et al., 1999),

I can meaningfully compare the estimated fixed effects only within and not across connected sets

(refer to Online Appendix E for a discussion of the normalization). The identifying assumptions

(4) and (5) impose that manager mobility is as-good-as random, conditional on office and time

fixed effects.

Loosely speaking, these orthogonality conditions are satisfied if the assignment of managers

to offices depends only on the permanent component of office productivity (αi) and/or the

permanent component of managerial ability (θm(i,t)). For example, better managers sorting

into more productive offices would not violate the identifying assumptions. By the same token,

if productive managers were systematically sent to local branches or to a specific geographical

area, this would not represent a threat to the identification strategy. As Best et al. (2019)

note, (4) and (5) allow for rich patterns in the sorting of managers to offices. Violations of the

exogenous mobility assumption occur when managers sort on the error term.

I follow Card et al. (2013) and consider three forms of endogenous mobility that depend

on any office-manager match component of productivity (ηim(i)), on any office-specific trend in

productivity (ζit), or on any transitory component of office productivity (εit). In particular, I

specify the following composite structure of the error term:

uit = ηim(i) + ζit + εit, (6)

I assume that ηim(i) has mean zero for all offices and all managers in the sample. ζit is a

drift component, which captures offices improving or deteriorating over time; I assume this

component has a mean zero for each office but contains a unit root. εit is an idiosyncratic error

term and represents transitory shocks; I assume that εit has mean zero for each office.
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Given the error structure posited in equation (6), the assumptions in equations (4) and (5)

rule out three types of sorting. First, managers can not sort into offices on the basis of their

comparative advantage. Second, better managers cannot be systematically sent to offices whose

performance is worsening over time (i.e., assortative matching based on underlying trends in

productivity). Third, a better manager cannot join an office in response to a negative transitory

productivity shock (Brown, 1982).

I use the estimated manager effects and the non-parametric proxy for managerial talent

described in Subsection V.A to conduct a series of tests for the presence of endogenous mobility

in Subsection V.D.

V.C Results

Table III describes the structure of my sample of quarterly level observations on office-level

productivity. The first column reports the statistics for the full sample, while the second

column restricts attention to the balanced-analysis sample. The latter includes the subset of

offices for which I observe the outgoing manager being in charge for at least four quarters before

the change in leadership and the incoming manager being assigned to the office for at least six

quarters after that. The full sample contains 851 managers, 494 offices, and 276 connected

sets (Table III, column 1). Roughly one-fourth of these managers move across sites and almost

80% of offices experience a change in management between 2011 and 2017 (column 1). The

remaining 20% of the offices do not contribute to the estimation of the manager effects. All

offices experience a change in leadership in the balanced-analysis sample by construction, and

30% of managers move across sites (column 2).

In order to assess the amount of dispersion in public sector productivity attributed to

managers, I follow Bertrand and Schoar (2003). I compare the adjusted R2 estimated from a

regression of the logarithm of productivity on office and time fixed effects, model (7), to the
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one from model (2) which also includes manager fixed effects.

lnPit = αi + τt + ũit. (7)

Model (2) nests (7) under the assumption that managers have no impact on office productivity.

Table IV reports the estimates from (7) and (2) in columns 2 and 3, respectively. The adjusted

R2 increases from 0.69 in column 2 to 0.76 in column 3, suggesting that managers explain a

non-trivial amount of the variation in productivity across sites. Although the increase in the

adjusted R2 might seem small, its magnitude is very similar to that reported in Bertrand and

Schoar (2003).

To test more formally whether managers affect productivity, I perform an F-test for the

null hypothesis that the manager effects are jointly zero. I reject the null at any standard

significance level (p-value=0.000). Notice that the adjusted R2 of columns 2 and 4 are high

relative to the one reported in column 3, which suggests that manager and office fixed effects are

highly correlated in this setting. These R2’s are lower than those of two-way fixed-effect models

that decompose wages (Card et al., 2013). The reason is that productivity is intrinsically more

volatile than wages.16

V.D Diagnostic Checks

In Section II I argued that the institutional framework severely limits the ability of managers

to sort into offices. I now test for detectable evidence of this phenomenon focusing on patterns

that might be related to the components of the error specified in equation (6). First, I discuss

sorting on the drift component (i.e., ζit in equation 6). Second, I address concerns related

to managers being assigned to offices on the base of unobservable factors determining their

comparative advantage (i.e., the term ηim(i) in equation 6). Third, I consider sorting on the

transitory component of the error term (i.e., the term εit in equation 6).

16For completeness, I report the same exercise using quarterly data in Online Appendix J (Table J.II).
Although quarterly productivity is a somewhat noisier outcome, the results are largely unchanged.
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One might be wary of endogenous mobility related to office-specific trends in productivity.

As a concrete example, if good managers were able to systematically move to offices which

are improving over time, my model would overestimate their managerial quality. I investigate

this concern in Table V by evaluating the correlation between baseline office characteristics

and estimated fixed effects of future managers. Intuitively, managers cannot impact office

performance before they take charge, hence any correlation between future manager ability

and baseline office characteristics is indicative of sorting. As a benchmark, if managers were

randomly assigned one would expect manager productivity to be uncorrelated with observable

pre-determined characteristics of the office.

The results in column 1 of Table V show that, more productive managers are less likely to

serve in main offices and more likely to be assigned to Northern or Central Italy. Importantly,

future manager effects do not appear to be correlated with office growth rates. I also test

whether the explanatory variables are jointly statistically significant and whether growth rates

can jointly predict future manager fixed effects. I can reject the latter but not the former.

Overall, there is some evidence of managerial sorting on geography and office type, but not on

growth rates. As I discussed earlier, manager assignment being correlated with time-invariant

characteristics of the office does not pose a threat to my empirical strategy. I repeat the same

exercise using the change in the estimated fixed effects as the dependent variable (column 2 of

Table V). The overall pattern of results is largely unchanged. These findings show that there

is no evidence of managers sorting on the drift component. They also further motivate the use

of office fixed effects in my main specification to control for sorting based on time-invariant

characteristics of the office.17

Another way to test whether the sorting of managers to offices is driven by serially cor-

related error components in office or manager productivity is to examine the residuals from

(2) associated with specific forms of manager changes. When an office goes through a change

in management, it can experience three types of transitions: an overall increase in manager

17These results are robust to the exclusion of the lagged variables (Table J.III in the Online Appendix).
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ability (∆̂M i > 0, where ∆̂M i represents the change in the estimated manager fixed effects),

a decrease in management quality (∆̂M i < 0), or no significant change (∆̂M i ≈ 0). Figure II

reports the event study for (trend-adjusted) office productivity for these types of transitions

(i.e., tertiles of ∆̂M i).
18 Log productivity remains relatively flat in the four quarters before the

change in management and jumps discontinuously at the time of the event. The lack of pre-

trends corroborates the claim that officers do not sort into sites based on the drift component.

I test more formally for the presence of pre-trends in Section VI, and I do not find evidence of

this phenomenon. Importantly, the fact that productivity appears to be slightly lower in the

quarter of the switch than in the following three quarters, motivates my choice of excluding the

quarter in which the takeover takes place from my two-way fixed-effect model.

Next, I test for sorting on the match component of productivity by examining gains and

losses as managers move from office to office. As already noted, Figures I and II display a

remarkably symmetric pattern, which is not consistent with managers sorting on their idiosyn-

cratic match component (i.e., sorting based on comparative advantage of specific managers at

specific offices). I also compare the fit of model (2) with a fully saturated model that includes

manager-by-office dummies. In the presence of match components, the latter should fit substan-

tially better than the former. The adjusted R2 of the fully saturated model is only marginally

higher than the two-way fixed effect specification (0.764 in column 5 vs. 0.762 in 3 of Table

IV), suggesting that match components are not quantitatively relevant in this context.

Finally, manager rotation could be correlated with the transitory component of the error

term. This could be the case if managers were to relocate to a less productive office after a

particularly bad εit draw. Once again, this is not consistent with the lack of pre-trends reported

in Figure II and in Section VI.19

A final set of concerns about model (2) regards the assumption of additive separability

between the permanent office component and managerial ability. A violation of the additive

18Figure II is constructed averaging (trend adjusted) log productivity by event time and transition type.
19Refer to Online Appendix B for a discussion of how the bonus structure can induce managers to sort into

different office types and whether this is a threat to the empirical strategy.
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separability assumption would result in abnormally large/small mean residuals for some office-

manager pairs. To assess whether this is the case, I divide the estimated manager and office

effects into quartiles. I compute the mean residual for each cell. Figure III reports these

statistics. All values are rather low, and the highest mean residual is equal to 0.01.20 Overall,

this finding suggests that match effects, if present, are not quantitatively relevant in this context.

The analysis presented in this subsection supports the claim that the two-way fixed effect

model approximates the data fairly well in this setting.

V.E Variance-Covariance Decomposition

We might expect social norms and workforce composition (proxied by office fixed effects) to be

important drivers of productivity. However, it is less obvious whether public sector managers,

who operate in a severely constrained environment, can have an impact on productivity. I

propose a variance decomposition exercise that allows me to assess whether these two dimensions

matter and their relative importance. If manager ability and office characteristics are important

determinants of productivity, then V ar(αi) and V ar(θm(i,t)) should explain a large share of the

variation in observed productivity. I use (2) to decompose the variance of productivity into

(Abowd et al., 1999):

V ar(lnPit) = V ar(αi) + V ar(θm(i,t)) + V ar(τt) + V ar(uit)

+ 2Cov(θm(i,t), αi) + 2Cov(θm(i,t), τt) + 2Cov(αi, τt).

(8)

Table VI reports the bias-corrected variances and covariances estimated on the largest con-

nected set (Andrews et al., 2008; Gaure, 2014). This procedure allows me to obtain consistent

estimators of the variances and covariances of interest in the presence of limited mobility bias.

Manager fixed effects explain roughly 9% of the variance in log productivity, about one third as

much as the permanent component of productivity associated with different offices. Time fixed

20The mean residuals have been computed using all the connected sets in which there are at least four offices
and four managers. Managers and offices are ranked within a connected set. Figure J.IV reports the same
exercise on the largest connected set.
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effects explain a non-trivial share of the variation in productivity, which is mainly driven by sea-

sonality in productivity and the overall improvement in the Social Security Agency performance

over time.

Interestingly, the bias-corrected covariance between manager and office effects is negative,

namely more productive managers currently work at less productive offices (i.e., negative assor-

tative matching). This finding is crucial for the interpretation of the counterfactual exercises

I develop in Section VIII. It is worth emphasizing that this result is somewhat unusual. Most

economic models predict positive assortative matching and the recent literature on wage de-

termination suggests that higher-wage workers tend to sort to firms that offer higher wage

premiums (Card et al., 2013; Song et al., 2015). This result is consistent with INPS trying to

reduce inequality in productivity across sites.21

V.F Manager Effects and Observable Characteristics

I conclude this Section by discussing the magnitude of the estimated manager effects and

showing how they correlate with observable characteristics of top-level officers.

Managers have a large impact on office performance. A two standard deviation increase

in managerial talent leads to a 20% increase in office productivity (Table VI). Although it is

challenging to directly compare point estimates across industries and countries, I benchmark

the magnitude of this effect with the work of Bloom et al. (2013). The authors find that the

adoption of management practices induces a 17% increase in productivity in textile firms in

India. My results suggest that a very good manager has a comparable effect on productivity in

the Italian government.

To study how estimated managerial talent correlates with observable characteristics, I

21Several papers have found evidence of negative assortative matching using the two-way fixed effects frame-
work. However, these findings may be tainted by limited mobility bias. I refer to Andrews et al. (2012) for
a complete treatment of this issue. A recent study by Adhvaryu et al. (2020) documents negative assortative
matching between managers and production lines in an Indian garment factory and argue that it is driven by
the strong incentives in reducing delays on any particular order. The work of Limodio (2019) also suggests
that high performing World Bank managers often work in poorly performing countries and that the negative
assortative matching strengthens in the aftermath of a natural disaster.
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regress the estimated manager fixed effects from (2) on gender, experience, experience squared,

a set of dummies for region of birth, and a set of indicators for the highest educational attain-

ment, as well as connected set fixed effects (Table VII).22 Female managers appear to be on

average more productive than their male counterparts. Not surprisingly, managerial talent is

strongly correlated with experience although it exhibits decreasing marginal returns. There is

some suggestive evidence that managers born in Southern Italy or the Islands are more produc-

tive than those from the North and that those who never attended college are better than those

who studied law or STEM. Importantly, these coefficients should not be interpreted causally;

these correlations can be explained by differential selection patterns into public sector jobs

and managerial career. In particular, these findings are consistent with negative selection into

government jobs for men, those born in the North, and those who have a STEM major.

In this section, I have shown that there is substantial variation in managerial talent within

this large centralized agency and managers have a quantitatively meaningful impact on office

productivity. Next, I open the black box of manager fixed effects and try to analyze the specific

mechanisms that drive the effects of more and less productive managers.

VI What makes for a productive manager?

Better managers could affect office productivity through a variety of mechanisms that include

better personnel decisions, more competent management of office operations, and eliciting more

effort from workers by motivating and monitoring them appropriately. Given the institutional

constraints discussed in Section II, managers are unlikely to have an impact on hiring and firing.

However, they can in principle affect office operations by changing workers’ time allocation

(e.g., training, overtime hours, absenteeism rate) and the assignment of tasks to workers. As

employees enjoy strong job security, soft skills may be particularly important when eliciting

effort from workers. In this section, I utilize manager rotations as a quasi-experimental analog

of random assignment of managers to offices to characterize how managers matter. I first

22As age is highly correlated with experience, I omit this variable from the analysis.
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decompose the productivity gains induced by a change in leadership into its effects on output

and full-time equivalent employment. Second, I explore how changes in managerial talent

impact workers through personnel decisions and changes in their time allocation. Third, I

construct a covariate index that allows me to estimate the extent to which the productivity

gains can be explained by observable characteristics. Fourth, I evaluate the productivity-quality

trade-off. Finally, I test for heterogeneous treatment effects.

VI.A Event Study Strategy

I begin by specifying a basic event study regression that relates changes in an outcome y (e.g.,

output, FTE, new hires etc.) to changes in manager productivity:

yit = αi +
∑
k 6=1

[
πk0D

k
it + πk1D

k
it∆Mi

]
+ ht (Xit) + εit (9)

where k indexes quarters relative to a change in management (positive values of k refer to

quarters after the event and negative values to those prior) and the πk0 coefficients capture

dynamics related to a change in leadership that are common across all offices. The main

objects of interest are πk1 ’s, which capture the extent to which effects differ depending on the

change in quality of incoming managers relative to the managers they replace (i.e., ∆M).23

Permanent differences in office productivity are captured by αi and ht (Xit) controls flexibly

for time trends. The identifying assumption is that changes in management quality are not

coincident with the evolution of other unobservable factors. Event study frameworks of the

type described in equation (9) are typically estimated via OLS, and the identifying assumption

is tested by evaluating the pre-trends.

If manager effectiveness were observable to the econometrician, equation (9) could be esti-

mated directly. Managerial talent is fundamentally unobservable but the two-way fixed effects

model enables me to estimate it by exploiting the rotation of managers across sites. However,

23Equation (9) implicitly assumes that there is at most one change in leadership per office and it can be easily
modified to include multiple events.
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using the first-step estimates as covariates in (9) could bias πk1 . Idiosyncratic productivity

shocks could affect both my estimates of manager effectiveness and the outcome of interest,

creating a spurious correlation even in the absence of a causal relationship. A natural solution

is to purge idiosyncratic shocks by estimating the first step leaving out data where correlations

may arise. I overcome this challenge by modifying the standard event study specification in two

ways. First, I subtract from equation (9) in each event time the corresponding values in event

time k = −1. Second, to purge the regressor of potential mechanical correlations, I generate the

change in manager productivity by using estimates from separate two-way fixed effect models,

excluding data from event times -1, 0, and k.24 Formally,

∆yki = πk0 + πk1∆̂M
L,k

i + ΓkXi + ∆εki (10)

where

∆̂M
L,k

i = θ̂L,ki,incoming − θ̂
L,k
i,outgoing

and the θ̂Li,·’s are the leave-out estimated manager effect of the incoming and outgoing managers,

respectively (where L superscript stands for “leave-out”).25 Xi includes indicators for being

in the Center-North of Italy, for being main offices, for quartiles of baseline productivity, and

two-way interactions between each of these. I also flexibly control for trends by including time

dummies and time dummies interacted with the dummy for being in the Center-North of Italy.

The specification in (10) suggests estimating separate regression models for each event time. I

focus on the [−4, 6] window, and I limit my sample to the subset of events which are balanced

over this time horizon (i.e., balanced-analysis sample).26 I bootstrap the standard errors to

account for the presence of a generated regressor.

The separate regression models and leave-out procedure ensure that π̂k1 ’s are not spuriously

24As described in Section V, managers may take some time to change work practices. Hence, I never include
the quarter of the switch (i.e., k = 0) when estimating manager effects via (2).

25∆̂M
L

i ranges from -0.4 to 0.55 and looks approximately normally distributed (Figure J.V). Crucially, ∆̂M
L

i

does not depend on the normalization I choose (Online Appendix E).
26I can not expand my window further as the balanced sample becomes excessively thin.
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driven by contemporaneous, idiosyncratic shocks that affect both the estimated manager effects

and the outcomes of interest. The underlying parameters of the differenced model and the

standard model in equation (9) are nonetheless the same, allowing me to directly test the

over-identifying restrictions of parallel trends. I interpret violations of the parallel pre-trend

assumption as evidence of time-varying unobservable confounding factors.

This procedure ensures that the outcomes of interest are not directly related to my measures

of manager ability. However, if unobserved productivity shocks uit are serially correlated, then

my leave-out measure may still be spuriously, yet indirectly correlated with outcomes. While

leaving out more data in the first-step mitigates concerns relative to mechanical correlation, it

also increases measurement error in my estimates of manager effectiveness. Given the limited

number of years in my sample, I do not have enough data to pursue a leave-office-out estimation

strategy.27 Reassuringly, serially correlated productivity shocks do not appear to be a concern

in my setting. First, the autocorrelation coefficient from fitting an AR(1) model to the residuals

from equation (2) is extremely small (ρ̂ = 0.04). Second, in simulation analyses, I hold constant

the mobility structure from my sample and generate simulated outcomes suffering from different

degrees of autocorrelation. I show that a substantial degree of autocorrelation is needed to

represent a serious threat to my empirical strategy (Online Appendix F).

VI.B Decomposition of Productivity Impacts

The two-way fixed effect model documents that managers matter and parsimoniously summa-

rizes their contribution in a single measure. However, this measure does not give any insight

into the mechanisms and their timing. I begin the analysis of the mechanisms by examining

the timing of the productivity gains; next, I decompose them into their effect on output and

full-time equivalent employment.

Figure IVa reports the estimated impact of an increase in managerial quality on office-

27A leave-office-out strategy allows me to examine only switches where both the incoming and outgoing
managers are movers. Given the nature of my data, this requirement excessively reduces my sample size.
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level productivity.28 This figure collects the estimated coefficients and their 95% bootstrapped

confidence intervals obtained by running a separate regression for each time horizon (k).29

Reassuringly, changes in managerial talent do not predict changes in productivity before the

event takes place (placebo tests), which alleviates concerns regarding endogenous mobility.

Productivity starts increasing when the better manager takes office and it stabilizes to its new

level one quarter after the change. These results show that improving management quality

increases productivity, but that the effect does not fully materialize in the first quarter. This

is consistent with the presence of adjustment costs associated with manager rotation.

Previous research finds that effective managers in the private sector increase productivity

by making better personnel (Hoffman and Tadelis, 2018) and investment decisions (Benned-

sen et al., 2010, 2011). Public sector managers do not have the tools of their private sector

counterparts, so increasing output may be particularly challenging. Instead, good managers

may keep production high while reducing costs. Since productivity is constructed as the ratio

between output and full-time equivalent employment, I can decompose the impact of manage-

rial talent on office productivity into its effect on output and FTE. When a better manager

takes over there is a modest (although not statistically significant) increase in output (Figure

IVb). This pattern is consistent with better managers using resources more effectively, moti-

vating their employees, and monitoring them more closely. This finding is striking in light of

the sharp decrease in the number of employees assigned to the office after a better manager

takes charge (Figure IVc). Most of the productivity gains are driven by the reduction in the

number of workers assigned to the office. In particular, a 10% increase in managerial talent

(i.e., ∆̂M
L

i = 0.1) increases office output by 1.7% and generates a 4.9% reduction in full-time

equivalent employment six quarters after the event (Table J.IV , column 2 and 3, respectively).

This finding speaks directly to the consequences of downsizing the public sector and suggests

that reducing the number of public sector employees does not necessarily lower the volume of

services provided.

28Table J.IV reports the results of Figures IVa, IVb, and IVc in a table format.
29I bootstrap standard errors and confidence intervals over 1,000 replications.
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VI.C Reduced Form Impacts of Managerial Talent on Workers

How do managers reduce office size in such a constrained environment? Table VIII explores

the channels through which managers impact the composition of workers they supervise. The

dependent variables represent cumulative flows.30

Better managers drive older workers to retire (column 1). The bulk of the manager-induced

retirements occur in the first two quarters after the change in leadership. Managers and higher

level officials cannot force older workers to retire, and they cannot negotiate severance pack-

ages to persuade them to leave.31 So, why do retirement-age workers only leave when better

managers arrive? One plausible explanation comes from the norm that more senior workers

are usually given more prestigious tasks that come both with additional responsibilities and

importantly, additional compensation. Anecdotal evidence suggests that more productive man-

agers reallocate these tasks when they take charge. Either because they are slighted or because

they lose the extra compensation, senior employees retire. INPS has a relatively old workforce,

so inducing eligible workers to retire may increase productivity.32 Unsurprisingly, an increase

in management quality does not have any statistically significant impact on hiring and firing

(columns 2 and 3) because managers have limited hiring and firing authority. The arrival of a

more productive manager is associated with fewer inbound (column 4) and outbound transfers

(column 5), but the latter is only marginally statistically significant.

I also investigate how time allocation changes with the takeover of a more productive man-

ager. Changes in managerial quality do not appear to produce strong and persistent effects on

training, overtime work, and total hours (Online Appendix G), while there is some suggestive

evidence that better managers may be able to reduce abstenteeism rate. Remarkably, more pro-

ductive managers succeed in keeping up production without resorting to more overtime hours

to compensate for the reduction in FTE (column 3 of Table G.I). This is consistent with more

30Inverse hyperbolic sine approximates a logarithmic transformation but is well-defined over the real numbers
including at zero. I abbreviate Asinh(x) as A(x).

31See Online Appendix C for a description of the retirement system.
32The average INPS employee was 55 years old in 2017.
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productive managers being able to better match workers with tasks.

VI.D Share of Productivity Gains Explained by Observable Char-

acteristics

I construct a covariate index to estimate the share of productivity gains explained by observable

characteristics and evaluate the relative importance of worker composition versus time alloca-

tion. I regress lnPit on office and time fixed effects and a set of covariates33 and I construct my

covariate index as the predicted values of this model.

To evaluate what components of the covariate index are more responsive to changes in

manager quality, I generate predicted values using only office and time fixed effects in column

2 (l̂nP1it) and include progressively larger subsets of estimates. Column 3 adds covariates that

are a function of the office age structure (l̂nP2it), and column 4 includes the gender composition

of the office (l̂nP3it).

Changes in the observable characteristics of the office explain 56% of productivity gains

six quarters after the event (column 1 of Table IX).34 Although these changes jointly explain a

significant share of the productivity gains, there are some mechanisms through which managerial

talent operates I can not account for. These include motivating and monitoring workers as well

as reassigning tasks within the office. Column 1 shows no evidence of pre-trends and displays

a sharp increase in the first quarter the new manager takes office. These patterns suggest

that changes in the observable characteristics of the office were not ongoing before the event

took place and productivity gains are indeed driven by the change in management. Changes

in the demographic composition of the office explain 13.7% of the overall effect attributable to

observable characteristics (column 3 of Table IX), while changes in the number of workers and

33The set of covariates includes share of employees in each of the 10 deciles of the age distribution, average
office age, fraction female, fraction of female among top-officials, ln FTE, asinh(absences), asinh(over-time), and
asinh(training). I include a linear and a quadratic term for each of these covariates as well as their two-way
interactions with time fixed effects and a dummy for main offices.

34I construct the share of productivity gains explained by observable characteristics taking the ratio of the
predicted change in log productivity (column 1 of Table IX) and the change in ln productivity (column 1 of
Table J.IV) six quarters after the event. Namely, 0.371/0.661=56%.
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in the time allocation explain the remaining 86.3% of the variation (column 4 of Table IX).35

VI.E Reduced Form Impacts of Managerial Talent on Quality and

Backlog

One might fear that there is some trade-off between productivity and quality of service pro-

vided. Column 1 of Table X shows that the arrival of a more productive manager does not

negatively impact quality. This result is likely to be driven by the fact that the incentive-pay

scheme provides a direct incentive for managers to increase productivity without letting qual-

ity deteriorate. There is also some suggestive evidence that effective managers lower backlog

(column 2 of Table X). In light of the work by Autor et al. (2015), this result points toward

potentially large benefits to the claim beneficiaries driven by a reduction in processing time.

VI.F Heterogeneity

A productive manager might be able to have a larger impact on an unproductive rather than

on a very productive office. Likewise, she could be more effective in a smaller than in a

larger site, or in some specific geographical areas. Productivity gains do not appear to differ

by geographical location, office size, main offices vs local branches, baseline productivity and

social capital, although I have admittedly limited power to detect heterogeneous treatement

effects (see Online Appendix H).36

VII Robustness Checks

In this section, I address some concerns regarding my empirical strategy. I first show that

manager effects are not confounded by demand shocks. Second, I test whether managers appear

3513.7% is obtained as the ratio of 0.047 (column 3) and 0.371 (column 1). 86.3% is its complement to 1.
36These findings are in line with the absence of heterogeneous treatment effects postulated by my two-way

fixed effects model (see 2).
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to game the system. Third, I relax the assumption that manager effects translate linearly in

office level outcomes.

VII.A Demand

A concern might be that high-fixed effect managers are classified as “productive” because they

happen to be working at offices that received a site-specific positive demand shock. Demand for

services is measured as the number of claims that originate from the office catchment area and

it is exogenous to the office, as it depends on the demographic characteristics of those living in

the catchment area as well as its economic condition. Unlike managers in the private sector,

top-level bureaucrats cannot advertise their products or take actions to affect the local demand

for public services.

I use model (10) to test whether demand is higher on average when a more productive

manager is in charge. Column 3 of Table X shows that more productive managers are not in

charge during periods of high demand. Demand appears to be extremely volatile even when

controlling for time fixed effects, which is consistent with the fact that it is mostly driven

by local idiosyncratic shocks. As an additional robustness check, I correlate my estimated

manager fixed effects with those estimated by controlling for the logarithm of the number of

claims originated in each quarter. The correlation is extremely high (98.8%). I conclude that

the estimated manager effects do not appear to be confounded by demand shocks.

VII.B Do Managers Game the System?

As bonuses are a strictly increasing function of productivity, one could worry that the managers

I classified as productive are, in fact, those who are able to game the system. In particular,

if the weights are mismeasured, managers might try to shift production toward the overvalued

products and shift away from the undervalued ones.37

First, manipulation should be mitigated by the fact that if managers decided not to process

37Notice that if the weights are measured correctly, there is no scope for gaming.
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undervalued products in a timely fashion, this would reflect negatively on the quality index

and, in turn, on their bonuses. Quality is not negatively impacted when a more productive

manager takes over (column 2 of Table X), which attenuates these concerns. Second, 5% of

all claims processed by each office are audited twice per year; the purpose of this cross-check

is to monitor the production process and detect anomalies or illicit behavior. Managers are

responsible for the claims processed under their watch and are held personally accountable.

Third, if the backlog of a specific type of claim increases across multiple offices, INPS reassesses

the weight associated with that product.

In order to test more formally whether managers game the system, I divide all the products

into nine categories, and I estimate whether the number of claims processed in each of these

categories changes differentially when a better manager takes office.38 I interpret shifts toward

a product category or away from it as evidence of gaming.

More specifically, I test the presence of such behavior using a generalized difference-in-

difference approach which leverages the staggered timing of manager rotation:

yit = µi + νt +
K̄∑

k=−K

βkDk
it +

K̄∑
k=−K

δkDk
it × ∆̂M i + ιXit + uit, (11)

where yit represents the outcome of interest for office i at quarter t, µi and νt are office and time

fixed effects, respectively. uit is an idiosyncratic error term. Dk
it is a dummy variable which

indexes event time it is defined as Dk
it = 1(ei+k), where ei is the quarter in which the change in

leadership takes place. I measure treatment intensity associated with the switch as the difference

between the incoming and outgoing estimated manager effects, i.e., ∆̂M i = θ̂incoming− θ̂outgoing.

Xit includes time fixed effects interacted with a dummy for Center-North, time fixed effects

interacted with a dummy for main office, and demand for the nine broad product categories.

Controlling for demand is important in this context because it controls for the shifts toward

38The categories are defined as follows: 1. Insurance and pensions; 2. Subsidies to the poor; 3. Services to
contributors; 4. Social and medical services; 5. Specialized products; 6. Archives and data management; 7.
Administrative cross-checks; 8. Checks on benefits; 9. Appeals.
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some products dictated by external factors that are not under the control of the manager. δk

represents my main parameter of interest. It captures the change in yit associated with changes

in managerial ability (i.e., ∆̂M i) k periods after the event.

Figures Va and Vb show that there is no evidence of productive managers shifting the

production mix. Overall, I find no evidence consistent with managers gaming the system.

VII.C Quartile Specification

Model (10) assumes that productivity gains are a linear function of changes in managerial

talent. In this subsection, I relax this assumption and propose an alternative exercise where

I divide my measure of changes in manager ability (i.e., ∆̂M
L

i ) into four quartiles. I estimate

the impact of the change in management for each of these groups:

∆ykit = βk0 +
4∑
v=2

βkv ×Qiv + ∆τ + ψk∆Xit + ∆εkit. (12)

Let Qiv be a dummy that takes a value of one if office i belongs to the v-th quartile of the

∆̂M
L

i distribution. All the other variables are defined as above. Since I omit the first quartile,

βkv identifies the difference between offices belonging to the v-th and the first quartile at event

time k. I iterate over the values of k as described in Section VI.

Figure VIa shows that the higher the treatment intensity (i.e. ∆̂M
L

i ), the larger the treat-

ment effect. Figures VIb and VIc display the same pattern. These findings suggest that the

linear specification is not a poor approximation of the data.

VIII Counterfactual Exercises

In this section, I discuss how governments could use these findings to improve public service

provision. I use my estimates to construct counterfactual exercises that illustrate the magnitude

of manager effects and evaluate the efficiency gains from alternative managerial allocation

schemes.
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I assume that the social planner maximizes the aggregate agency productivity and that she

cannot directly influence the permanent office component of productivity (αi) and the number

of workers assigned to the office (wi). She can, however, hire and fire managers and freely

assign them to offices. Let Pi
(
αi, θm(i)

)
be the average productivity at office i, which depends

on some time-invariant office characteristics (αi) and on the ability of the manager (θm(i)).

Let wi represent the full-time equivalent number of workers assigned to the office. Assuming

lnPi
(
αi, θm(i)

)
= αi + θm(i), the planner’s objective function is:

max
θ

∑
i

γie
θm(i) , (13)

where γi = eαiwi. I choose an additively separable model as I have shown that it approximates

the data fairly well and it fits naturally in the framework I have developed.

I consider four counterfactual policies that the social planner can implement: 1) She can

maximize (13) by reassigning existing managers to offices; 2) She can fire the bottom 20% of

managers and substitute them with the median manager (but allocate them as in the current

environment); 3) She can implement both policies at once; and 4) She can randomly assign

managers to offices.39 Being able to reassign managers within but not across connected sets

puts additional constraints on (13).40 As the optimal solution to the constrained problem

can never exceed that of the unconstrained one, the estimated impact of the first and third

intervention represent a lower bound on the true effect.

Piwi is twice differentiable and supermodular, therefore the optimal allocation is an assorta-

tive matching equilibrium where the best managers are sent to offices which are both productive

and large (Becker, 1974), where γi implicitly weights these two dimensions. Such an allocation

exacerbates productivity inequality across sites. Traditionally, the argument about equalizing

quality of services across offices relies on the idea that beneficiaries should not receive a different

39As the second policy requires the social planner to fire the bottom 20% of managers, I drop all connected
sets with less than five managers in all the counterfactual exercises.

40As my sample contains multiple connected sets, I implement each policy within each connected set. Con-
nected sets reflect the mobility patterns in my sample and often overlap with broad geographical regions (Ap-
pendix A).
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treatment depending on where they live. As claims can be easily redistributed across sites and

processed anywhere, it is unclear why productivity should be equalized across offices in this

setting.

Table XI reports the efficiency gains from alternative managerial allocation schemes. If

the social planner reassigns managers using the optimal allocation rule, aggregate productiv-

ity increases by at least 6.9%. If instead, she fires the bottom 20%, aggregate productivity

raises only by 2.9%. In this setting, the first policy is more effective than the second because

there are strong complementarities between managerial talent and the permanent component

of office productivity and, as the most productive managers are currently allocated to the least

productive offices (Table VI), there is quite some scope for reallocation. Implementing both

these policies simultaneously increases aggregate productivity by at least 7.4%, corroborating

the finding that managerial allocation is key in this context. Figure VIIa, VIIb, and VIIc il-

lustrate these concepts graphically. Last but not least, I randomly reassign managers to offices

and I take the average of the implied productivity gains and losses over 1,000 iterations. If

managers were randomly reassigned, aggregate productivity would increase by 2%. This is

because random assignment moves the allocation closer to the socially optimal one by undoing

the negative assortative matching equilibrium.41 In practice, reallocating managers across sites

is feasible and INPS has experimented with it in 2019 when Tridico was appointed to INPS

President. However, hiring and firing top-level officials is extremely challenging in the Italian

legal framework and it is unlikely to be a viable policy option.

IX Conclusion

Managerial practices are positively correlated with public good provision across a variety of

settings (Bloom et al., 2015; Tsai et al., 2015; Rasul and Rogger, 2018; Rasul et al., 2019),

yet there is very little evidence on whether managers affect the performance of public sector

41Table J.V and Figures J.VIa, J.VIb, and J.VIc report the estimates computed on the largest connected set
(Online Appendix J). Reassuringly, the pattern of results is unchanged.
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organizations.

This paper studies the productivity impacts of managers in the public sector using novel

administrative data containing an output-based measure of productivity of public offices. I find

that public sector managers have a quantitatively meaningful impact on the productivity of the

offices they oversee even in this very constrained environment where they have limited ability

to make personnel decisions. Moreover, the rise in productivity associated with the arrival of

a more productive manager is mainly driven by the exit of older workers. Importantly, a good

manager sustains production levels without resorting to hiring or overtime to compensate for

the decrease in full-time equivalent employment. These results speak directly to the debate

on downsizing the public sector and they suggest that managerial talent can go a long way in

sustaining adequate public service provision in a context where the workforce is shrinking. I

also discuss how governments could use these findings to improve public service provision by

evaluating alternative managerial allocation schemes. I find that complementarities between

managerial talent and the permanent component of office productivity play a key role in this

setting. These results suggest that there may be large social returns to rigorously modelling

public sector productivity and the impacts of managerial abilities. Governments should design

policies to attract, retain, and properly allocate managerial talent within the public sector.
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Tables

Table I: Manager Characteristics

Full Sample Movers
Male 0.63 0.70
Age 54.98 52.96
Experience Publ. Sec. 27.43 24.60
North-East 0.13 0.09
North-West 0.11 0.14
Center 0.16 0.12
South or Islands 0.59 0.65
Abroad 0.01 0.00
Econ, Business, and Admin 0.13 0.11
Sci, Engen, Math, and Stat 0.04 0.06
Social Sciences and Humanities 0.20 0.21
Law 0.30 0.42
Missing Educ 0.07 0.10
Observations 851 207

Note: Full sample, 2011q1-2017q2. All statistics are computed over
the full sample of managers in the first column, and over the sub-
sample of movers in column 2. Movers are defined as those managers
who have at least two appointments over my sample period.
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Table II: Characteristics of Social Security Offices

(1) (2) (3)
Full Sample Main Offices Local Branches

Productivity 94.56 103.65 91.72
Output (Thousands) 10.24 29.18 4.33
FTE 39.95 115.39 16.41
Hours 31.66 91.76 12.91
Training 0.62 1.73 0.28
Overtime 0.70 2.10 0.26
Absenteeism Rate 0.21 0.21 0.21
Quality 100.52 101.31 100.27
Backlog (Thousands) 54.24 197.68 9.48
Demand (Thousands) 68.02 220.55 20.42
Hires 0.06 0.18 0.02
Separations 0.50 1.53 0.17
Fires 0.01 0.01 0.00
Inbound Transfers 0.87 2.64 0.32
Outbound Transfers 0.41 0.98 0.23
Retirement 0.31 0.97 0.10
Divorce 0.87 0.88 0.87
Blood Donations 0.03 0.03 0.03
Age 52.57 52.69 52.53
Female 0.58 0.57 0.58
Female Top-Officials 0.39 0.40 0.39
Number of office-quarter obs. 13212 3142 10070
Number of managers 851 221 638
Number of offices 494 111 383

Note: The full sample includes all main offices and local branches, 2011q1-2017q2. All
statistics are calculated across office-quarter observations. The number of office-quarter ob-
servations for the full sample, main offices and local branches for quality are 10943, 2658,
and 8285, respectively; for divorce these statistics are 11052, 2622, and 8430, and for blood
donations 11104, 2648, and 8456. Output, demand, and backlog are measured in thousands
of hours, while FTE, training, hours, and overtime are measured in full-time equivalent units.
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Table III: Sample Characteristics

(1) (2)
Full Sample Balanced-Analysis Sample

# Managers 851 601
# Offices 494 282
# Managers >1 Office 207 184
# Offices >1 Manager 404 282
# Connected Sets 276 143
# Switches 635 318
# Switches in Main Offices 226 80
# Switches in Local Branches 409 238

Note: Column 1 reports the summary statistics computed over the full sample (2011q1-
2017q2, N=13,212). Column 2 reports the same statistics over the balanced-analysis
sample (2011q1-2017q2, N=8165). The latter includes the subset of offices for which
I observe the outgoing manager being in charge for at least four quarters before the
change in leadership and the incoming manager being assigned to the office for at least
six quarters after that. All statistics are calculated over office-quarter observations. “#
Managers >1 Office” is the number of managers who serve in at least two sites over my
sample period. “# Offices >1 Manager” represents the number of offices that experience
at least one change in leadership over my sample period. Switches are defined as changes
in leadership.
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Table IV: Analysis of Variance of Yearly Measures of Productivity
per Worker at INPS Offices

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Ln(P) Ln(P) Ln(P) Ln(P) Ln(P)

N 3316 3316 3316 3316 3316
R sq. 0.325 0.727 0.835 0.789 0.839
Adj. R sq. 0.324 0.679 0.762 0.720 0.765
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Office FE No Yes Yes No No
Manager FE No No Yes Yes No
Manag-by-Office FE No No No No Yes
Pvalue 0.000 0.000

Note: Full sample at the yearly level, 2011-2017. I perform an analysis of
variance of log productivity to study how much of its variation is explained
by the office, manager, and time components. The p-value at the bottom of
the table tests the hypotheses that manager effects are jointly zero.
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Table V: Can Observables Predict Incoming Manager FE?

(1) (2)
Manager FE Change in Manager FE

Main Office -0.612 (0.095) 0.029 (0.040)
North + Center 0.161 (0.071) -0.017 (0.027)
P2011 0.000 (0.002) -0.002 (0.001)
Y2011 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000)
FTE2011 -0.000 (0.003) -0.001 (0.001)
Pt−1 0.001 (0.002) -0.001 (0.001)
Pt−2 -0.001 (0.001) -0.001 (0.001)
Pt−3 0.000 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001)
Pt−4 0.000 (0.001) -0.002 (0.001)
Yt−1 -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000)
Yt−2 0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000)
Yt−3 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000)
Yt−4 -0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000)
FTEt−1 0.002 (0.002) -0.002 (0.001)
FTEt−2 0.001 (0.002) 0.001 (0.002)
FTEt−3 0.001 (0.001) -0.000 (0.001)
FTEt−4 -0.003 (0.002) 0.001 (0.002)
Growth Rate P - 3 q 0.058 (0.078) -0.032 (0.065)
Growth Rate P - 2 q -0.008 (0.100) 0.061 (0.095)
Growth Rate P - 1 q -0.125 (0.115) -0.007 (0.078)
Growth Rate Y - 3 q 0.021 (0.077) 0.086 (0.059)
Growth Rate Y - 2 q -0.002 (0.040) -0.033 (0.043)
Growth Rate Y - 1 q 0.075 (0.101) -0.014 (0.075)
Growth Rate FTE - 3 q -0.084 (0.156) -0.033 (0.149)
Growth Rate FTE - 2 q 0.138 (0.175) 0.074 (0.146)
Growth Rate FTE - 1 q -0.115 (0.207) 0.093 (0.186)
N 521 521
R sq. 0.482 0.605
Adj. R sq. 0.210 0.397
CS FE Yes Yes
P-value (All) 0.000 0.000
P-value (Growth Rates) 0.807 0.864

Note: The sample includes all events balanced on [−4, 0]. The dependent variable
is the manager effect estimated using (2) in column 1, while it is the difference
between the estimated effect of the incoming and outgoing manager effects in col-
umn 2. P , Y , and FTE stand for productivity, output and full-time equivalent
employment respectively. t indexes the time of the event, and P2011 represents
productivity at baseline (Y2011 and FTE2011 are defined accordingly). “Growth
Rate P - x q” is defined as the productivity growth rate of office i between -(x+1)
and -1. “P-value (All)” and “P-value (Growth Rates)” are the p-values for the
null hypothesis that all regressors of interest are jointly statistically significant and
that the growth rates are jointly significant respectively. All regressions include
connected set (CS) fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the office level
and are reported in parenthesis.
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Table VI: Biased-Corrected Variance-Covariance Decomposi-
tion

Component Share of Total
Var(Ln(P)) 0.1106 100 %
Var(Manager) 0.0102 9.22%
Var(Office) 0.0319 28.84 %
Var(Time) 0.0408 36.89%
Cov(Manager, Office) -0.0096 -8.68%
Cov(Time, Manag. + Office) 0.0015 1.39%
N 2,735

Note: The sample includes the largest connected set, 2011q1-2017q2.
The model includes dummies for individual managers, for individual of-
fices, and quarter fixed effects.
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Table VII: Manager Effects and Observable Char-
acteristics

(1)
Manager FE

Male -0.06
(0.03)

Experience Publ. Sec. 0.02
(0.01)

Experience Publ. Sec. Squared -0.00
(0.00)

Center 0.07
(0.06)

South or Islands 0.02
(0.04)

North-West 0.00
(0.05)

Abroad 0.00
(0.06)

Econ, Business, and Admin 0.04
(0.05)

Sci, Engen, Math, and Stat -0.08
(0.06)

Social Sciences and Humanities 0.02
(0.04)

Law -0.05
(0.04)

Missing Educ -0.09
(0.07)

N 851
R sq. 0.45
CS FE Yes

Note: Full sample of managers. The dependent variable
is the manager effect estimated from (2). Experience in
the public sector is defined as the number of years since
the manager was first hired in any public sector institu-
tion. The omitted categories are female, North-East, and
no college. Controls include connected set fixed effects.
Robust SE in parenthesis.
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Table VIII: Estimated Effects of Changes in Managerial Talent on Office Composition

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
k A(Retirement) A(Hires) A(Fires) A(Inbound T) A(Outbound T)
-4 0.044 0.178 0.003 0.077 -0.055

(0.125) (0.110) (0.004) (0.106) (0.144)
-3 -0.037 0.093 0.002 0.027 -0.108

(0.089) (0.090) (0.004) (0.085) (0.131)
-2 -0.048 0.034 0.003 0.031 -0.090

(0.059) (0.073) (0.004) (0.074) (0.112)
0 0.299 0.024 -0.008 0.000 -0.043

(0.087) (0.018) (0.010) (0.154) (0.053)
1 0.401 0.027 -0.056 -0.098 -0.019

(0.102) (0.033) (0.031) (0.158) (0.066)
2 0.380 0.024 -0.049 -0.274 -0.167

(0.108) (0.033) (0.040) (0.167) (0.096)
3 0.396 0.006 -0.063 -0.405 -0.245

(0.119) (0.038) (0.045) (0.169) (0.113)
4 0.458 -0.015 -0.040 -0.454 -0.243

(0.121) (0.039) (0.038) (0.166) (0.124)
5 0.422 0.005 -0.061 -0.471 -0.303

(0.123) (0.039) (0.041) (0.170) (0.124)
6 0.376 -0.077 -0.059 -0.581 -0.402

(0.132) (0.056) (0.042) (0.180) (0.135)

N 318 318 318 318 318
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean 0.415 0.038 0.019 0.900 0.374

Note: Balanced-analysis sample (2011q1-2017q2). This subsample includes only events which are
balanced on [−4, 6]. The dependent variable is ∆ykit (see text) and cumulative yit is reported at the
top of each column. A(.) stands for asinh. All models include time fixed effects, main effects and two-
way interactions between a dummy for Center-North, a dummy for main offices, a set of dummies for
quartiles of baseline productivity, as well as time effects interacted with the dummy for Center-North.
k indexes event time. Each coefficient is obtained from a separate regression. Bootstrapped standard
errors are reported in parenthesis.
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Table IX: Estimated Effects of Changes in Managerial Talent on Pre-
dicted Productivity

(1) (2) (3) (4)
k Pred Ln(P) Pred Ln(P1) Pred Ln(P2) Pred Ln(P3)
-4 0.018 0.036 0.031 0.023

(0.056) (0.016) (0.039) (0.043)
-3 0.010 0.026 0.011 0.000

(0.058) (0.014) (0.040) (0.042)
-2 -0.015 0.021 0.013 0.009

(0.059) (0.013) (0.035) (0.040)
0 0.204 0.007 0.040 0.030

(0.067) (0.016) (0.029) (0.033)
1 0.121 0.009 0.047 0.036

(0.050) (0.016) (0.033) (0.036)
2 0.215 -0.001 0.061 0.055

(0.066) (0.016) (0.040) (0.044)
3 0.234 0.007 0.065 0.050

(0.048) (0.011) (0.037) (0.037)
4 0.207 0.014 0.024 0.011

(0.080) (0.014) (0.039) (0.043)
5 0.290 0.015 0.034 0.017

(0.059) (0.014) (0.037) (0.039)
6 0.371 -0.013 0.047 0.051

(0.072) (0.013) (0.040) (0.044)

N 318 318 318 318
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean 0.058 -0.212 -0.057 -0.053

Note: Balanced-analysis sample (2011q1-2017q2). This subsample includes only
events which are balanced on [−4, 6]. The dependent variable is ∆ykit (see text)
and yit is reported at the top of each column. The dependent variable in column

1, l̂nP it, is the fitted value from a regression of lnPit on office and time fixed
effects and a set of covariates. These covariates include share of employees in
each of the 10 deciles of the age distribution, average office age, fraction female,
fraction of female among top-officials, ln FTE, asinh(absences), asinh(over-time),
asinh(training). This model also includes a linear and a quadratic term for each of
these covariates, as well as their two-way interactions with time fixed effects and a
dummy for main offices. Dependent variables in columns 2, 3, and 4 are fitted values
constructed using a subset of variables. I use office and time effects in Column 2,
add age in column 3, and gender composition in column 4.
All models include time fixed effects, main effects and two-way interactions between
a dummy for Center-North, a dummy for main offices, a set of dummies for quartiles
of baseline productivity, as well as time effects interacted with the dummy for
Center-North. k indexes event time. Each coefficient is obtained from a separate
regression. Bootstrapped standard errors are reported in parenthesis.
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Table X: Estimated Effects of Changes in Managerial Talent on
Quality, Backlog, and Demand

(1) (2) (3)
k Ln(Quality) Ln(Backlog) Ln(Demand)
-4 -0.036 0.150 0.124

(0.025) (0.117) (0.114)
-3 -0.029 0.140 0.113

(0.024) (0.100) (0.129)
-2 -0.049 0.053 0.071

(0.026) (0.081) (0.105)
0 -0.058 -0.129 0.100

(0.041) (0.090) (0.124)
1 0.064 -0.077 0.282

(0.067) (0.099) (0.129)
2 -0.091 -0.248 -0.275

(0.054) (0.116) (0.189)
3 0.049 -0.345 -0.075

(0.041) (0.120) (0.130)
4 0.055 -0.258 0.061

(0.035) (0.172) (0.165)
5 0.010 -0.071 0.176

(0.031) (0.160) (0.175)
6 -0.008 -0.145 0.171

(0.068) (0.178) (0.143)

N 300 318 313
Time FE Yes Yes Yes
Mean Dep. Var. 0.232 0.114

Note: Balanced-analysis sample (2011q1-2017q2). This subsample includes
only events which are balanced on [−4, 6]. The dependent variable is ∆ykit
(see text) and yit is reported at the top of each column. All models in-
clude time fixed effects, main effects and two-way interactions between a
dummy for Center-North, a dummy for main offices, a set of dummies for
quartiles of baseline productivity, as well as time effects interacted with the
dummy for Center-North. k indexes event time. Each coefficient is obtained
from a separate regression. Bootstrapped standard errors are reported in
parenthesis.
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Table XI: Counterfactual Exercises

∆P
Policy 1: Reassign 6.9%
Policy 2: Replace bottom 20% 2.9%
Policy 3: Replace bottom 20% + Reassign 7.4%
Policy 4: Random allocation 2%

Note: The sample includes all the connected sets with at least five
managers. I consider four counterfactual policies that the social plan-
ner can implement. Policy 1: she can rallocate existing managers
according to the optimal rule. Policy 2: she can fire the bottom 20%
of top-level bureaucrats and substitute them with the median man-
ager (but allocate them as in the current environment). Policy 3: she
can implement both Policy and 2. Policy 4: she can randomly assign
existing managers to offices (1,000 iterations).
As my sample contains multiple connected sets, I implement each
policy within connected set, estimate the implied counterfactual for
each office, and then aggregate over offices using wi as weights.
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Figures

Figure I: Productivity gains and losses associated with changes in managerial talent
by group of origin
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Note: Delta Ln(P) is the difference between agerage log productivity in the four quarters after a
change in management and average log productivity in the four quarters prior to a change. Delta
Leave-Office-Out Mean is the change in the (trend adjusted) leave-i-out mean log productivity in-
duced by the change in leadership. The leave-i-out mean proxies for manager ability. Qj with
j = {1, 2, 3, 4} indexes the group of origin. The group of origin is computed as the quartile of the
outgoing manager leave-i-out mean and proxies for the ability of the outgoing manager.
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Figure II: Mean Productivity for Offices which Experience a Change in Leadership
Classified by Tercile of Changes in Manager Effects
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Note: The dependent variable is the mean of (trend-adjusted) log productivity. Whiskers represent

95% confidence intervals. ∆̂M i represents the change in the estimated manager fixed effects. When
an office goes through a change in management it can experience three types of transitions: an overall
increase in manager ability (third tercile of ∆̂M i), a decrease in management quality (first tercile of

∆̂M i) or no significant change (second tercile of ∆̂M i). X-axis indexes event time.
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Figure III: Mean Residual by Manager/Office Quartiles, 2011q1-2017q2

Note: This Figure shows mean residuals from model (2) with cells defined by quartiles of estimated
manager effect, interacted with quartiles of estimated office effect.
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Figure IV: Decomposition of Productivity Effects
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Note: Panels (a)-(c) report point estimates (π̂k
1 ) and 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals from (10). The

dependent variables are log productivity (Ln(P)), log output (Ln(Y)), and log full-time equivalent employment
(Ln(FTE)), respectively. X-axis indexes event time. Refer to Table J.IV for these results in table format.
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Figure V: More Productive Managers Do Not Shift Production
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Note: The dependent variable is the number of claims belonging to product
category n processed by each office. n=1, 2, ..., 9. Panels report the point
estimates for nine product categories. The categories are defined as follows:
1: Insurance and pensions, 2: Subsidies to the poor, 3: Services to contribu-
tors, 4: Social and medical services, 5: Specialized products, 6: Archives and
data management, 7: Administrative cross-checks, 8: Checks on benefits, 9:
Appeals. X-axis indexes event time.
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Figure VI: Estimated Effect of Leadership Changes by Quartile of Changes in Manager Effects
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Note: These Figures report point estimates from (12). The dependent variables are log productivity (Ln(P)),
log output (Ln(Y)), and log full-time equivalent employment (Ln(FTE)), respectively. As the first quartile (Q1)
of ∆ML

i is the omitted category, all coefficients identify the difference between the j-th and the first quartile
(Qj −Q1). X-axis indexes event time.
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Figure VII: Counterfactual Exercises

(a) Policy 1: Reassign
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(b) Policy 2: Fire bottom 20%
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(c) Policy 3: Replace bottom 20% and Reassign
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Note: This figure illustrates how the allocation of managers to offices is impacted by three counterfactual
exercises. Policy 1: the social planner can reallocate existing managers according to the optimal rule. Policy
2: the social planner can fire the bottom 20% of top-level bureaucrats and substitute them with the median
manager (but allocate them as in the current environment). Policy 3: the social planner can implement both
Policy 1 and 2. As my sample contains multiple connected sets, I implement each policy within the connected
set. The hollow triangles represent the current allocation of managers to offices while the green circles represent
the one implied by the counterfactual exercises.
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Online Appendix

Appendix A : Manager Rotation

In this section, I provide more details on the official and unofficial guidelines governing manager

assignment and I document the patterns of manager rotation.

As discussed in Section II, while INPS has clear eligibility requirements associated with

each job posting, there are no officials guidelines on how to choose among qualified appli-

cants. The eligibility criteria vary across vacancies but typically entail a minimum level of

educational attainment, job titles and in some cases passing a competitive examination. These

requirements are carefully codified and followed scrupulously. However, if there are multiple

candidates eligible for the same position, there are no official guidelines on how to select among

them. Anecdotally, past performance is not a factor that is taken into account when evaluating

candidates and more senior and experienced managers are not de facto given priority over their

younger colleagues. In conclusion, human resources officers make a case-by-case assessment

rather than follow a set of official or unofficial guidelines. Refer to Online Appendix B for a

discussion on managers’ incentives and how they can induce managers to sort into different

office types.

INPS cannot reward its employees by raising their salaries, but in the 90s and early 2000s,

it used promotions to managerial positions as a reward. As a result, INPS currently has more

managers than managerial positions. It stations the “excess” managers at the headquarters in

Rome and the regional centers while waiting for vacancies in local branches and main offices.42

As a result, INPS has rarely needed to hire managers from outside and only seldom promotes

white-collar workers to managerial positions despite the relatively high number of vacancies

generated by senior managers retiring at the end of their career.

Next, I examine the patterns of manager rotation. Table A.I reports the number of the office

42The headquarters in Rome and the regional centers are not part of my estimation sample. Refer to Online
Appendix C for details.
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changes in leadership (column 1), the number of offices (column 2), and the average number

of switches per office (column 3) by macro-region. On average each site experiences 1.2 to 1.4

switches over my sample period and the distribution of these events looks fairly uniform across

regions (Panel A of Table A.I, column 3). Panel B and C of Table A.I report the same statistics

for main offices and local branches respectively. Main offices exhibit on average higher rotation

than local branches, consistently with the mandatory rotation scheme discussed in Section II,

yet no region appears to be originating a disproportionate number of moves. Managers stationed

in main offices typically move to other main offices, while managers in local branches move to

either other local offices or are (very rarely) promoted to main offices. No manager is demoted

from a main office to a local branch over my sample period. Not surprisingly, a large share of

moves occurs within the same broad geographical region, while transfers across regions are less

common. This feature is important as it describes the constraints I face in the reallocation of

managers discussed in the counterfactual exercise (Section VIII).

Finally, I examine the distribution of switches per offices. Figure A.I shows that almost

80% of offices experience at least one rotation over my sample period. Importantly, as my

identification strategy relies on manager rotation, the sites that do not experience any change

in leadership do not contribute to my estimates. Overall manager rotation affects the vast

majority of offices and most sites experience one to two changes in leadership. These stylized

facts show that managers moves do not originate from a few peculiar sites but are a pervasive

feature of the Italian Social Security Administration.

Appendix B : Incentives

In this section, I provide an overview of the incentive-pay scheme for different classes of INPS

workers and I discuss how financial and non-financial incentives may induce managers to sort

into different office types.
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Table A.I: Manager Rotation by Macro-Region

(1) (2) (3)
N Switches N Offices Switches/Office

Panel A: Full Sample
North-East 110 91 1.2
North-West 159 123 1.3
Center 114 92 1.2
South 155 120 1.3
Islands 97 68 1.4
Panel B: Main Offices
North-East 41 22 1.8
North-West 63 25 2.5
Center 45 25 1.8
South 56 26 2.1
Islands 21 13 1.6
Panel B: Local Branches
North-East 69 69 1.0
North-West 96 98 1.0
Center 69 67 1.0
South 99 94 1.1
Islands 76 55 1.4

Note: The statistics are computed over the full sample (2011q1-
2017q2) in Panel A, over main offices in Panel B, and local branches
in Panel C.
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Figure A.I: Distribution of Switches per Of-
fice
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The Incentive-Pay Scheme

As discussed in the main body of the paper, INPS implements an incentive-pay scheme aimed at

rewarding employees’ performance. All employees’ salary has a fixed component (retribuzione

tabellare) and a bonus (retribuzione accessoria). The fixed component is tied to the job de-

scription. The bonus includes performance compensation and indemnities. I describe the bonus

structure abstracting from indemnities for simplicity. Total bonuses are the sum of ordinary and

special bonuses, which are determined by the worker’s office performance relative to production

targets. Performance is measured aggregating both the productivity and quality indicators to

prevent managers from focusing on one dimension at the expense of the other. An office’s

target is the maximum of the past year’s performance and a national performance indicator.

The system is designed to prevent managers from focusing on only one of these two dimen-

sions neglecting the other. Office targets are defined as the maximum between the nationwide

performance indicator in the previous year and the previous year office achievement.

Ordinary Bonuses: INPS provides quarterly bonuses to employees on the basis of the year-

to-date performance of their office. The system is designed to incentivize workers to maintain

high productivity and quality of service throughout the year but especially during the second
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semester of the year when the inflow of new claims is higher. Bonuses differ between managers

and production line workers. Managers’ bonuses are a function of the performance of both

their office and the broader geographical region to which their office belongs. The geographic

component of bonuses is intended to generate shared responsibility for public service provision

in the region and ultimately foster cooperation among managers. Bonuses, also differ between

managers stationed at main offices and those serving in local branches, which I turn to next.

Ordinary bonuses of managers stationed in main offices are a linear function of performance

relative to production targets. In particular, 56% of the performance compensation depends

on the performance of the office they are in charge of relative to its production target, 14% is

based on the performance of the region their site belongs to relative to its production targets,

and the remaining 30% is awarded according to performance evaluations by their superiors.43

Ordinary bonuses awarded to managers serving in local branches are a step function of office

performance relative to its production target. Each manager is bumped up (down) one step if

the region where the site is located outperforms (underperformers) its production target.

One may be concerned that ordinary bonuses are more closely tied to the office performance

for managers stationed in main offices than those assigned to local branches and that these

difference in incentives may be driving the productivity gains I document in Section V. I

document that this is not the case in Online Appendix H.

Ordinary bonuses for workers are an increasing step function of the performance of the

region the office is located in relative to its production target. In principle, managers could

differentiate bonuses between employees working at the same site, but this does not happen in

practice.

Special Bonuses: INPS also provides bonuses that directly reward improvements in the

quality of the service provided. More specifically, special bonuses are an increasing linear

function of the improvement in the office quality indicator relative to its previous year and are

43Managers are rated along ten dimensions: understanding of the big picture, innovation, performance relative
to production targets, organizing and monitoring of their employees, customer satisfaction, networking, problem-
solving, decision making, leadership, and resources utilization.
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awarded to both managers and workers.

Incentives and Sorting

In this subsection, I discuss the financial and non-financial incentives for managers to sort into

different office types.

INPS’ incentive scheme is designed to not reward managers simply for overseeing an innately

productive office. First, performance is measured relative to different production targets. Sec-

ond, bonuses are both a function of office performance level and its improvement relative to

the previous year. Managers stationed at productive sites may benefit from the permanent

component of office productivity, but they also have a much harder time improving the office

performance relative to the prior year. Conversely, managers serving in unproductive offices

may be negatively impacted by the poor overall performance of the office, but can more easily

improve performance. All managers with a given job title are paid the same fixed nominal

wage, but the cost of living differs substantially across regions. Northern Italy is on average

more expensive than the South and small towns are often cheaper than major cities.

Financial incentives are only a subset of the incentives managers face and not necessarily

the most important ones in this context. Anecdotally, most managers move to be as close as

possible to where their family lives (which typically coincides with their birthplace). Southern

offices are in very high demand as 59% of managers are born in the South (Table I), but

only 38% of the offices are located in this region (Table A.I). While career concerns represent

powerful incentives in settings characterized by strong job security and lack of other incentives

to perform, they are unlikely to play a major role in this context as most INPS managers

happen to be toward the end of their career (Bertrand et al., 2019).

Systematic preferences of managers for a particular geographical region or more or less

productive offices do not represent a threat to my empirical strategy, an argument I lay out

more formally in V.B. One may also worry that, as the bonus is a function of previous year

achievements, this might generate cycles of high and low effort. However, this is not consistent
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with the evidence presented in Subsection VI.B showing that the productivity gains are mostly

driven by changes in the number of workers assigned to the office as opposed to changes in office

output. Finally, one might be concerned that managers may sort on the basis of comparative

advantage for a specific office. In this case, measuring the managers’ effects for the offices

they switch to may not be generalizable and externally valid for an average office. I test for

sorting on the match component in Subsection V.D; I find no evidence of sorting on comparative

advantage. Refer to Subsection V.B, V.C, and V.D for a careful discussion of the threats to

the identification assumption and corresponding tests of validity.

Appendix C : Sample Construction, Variable Definition,

and Context

In this section, I first describe the hierarchical structure of INPS offices and how I construct my

sample. Second, I define the variables I use in the analysis and provide further details about

the institutional background related to these variables.

Hierarchical Structure of INPS Offices and Sample Construction

INPS is constituted of its Rome headquarters, twenty-five regional centres, 111 main offices and

383 local branches. As claim processing takes place in main offices and local branches only,

these two types of offices are often referred to as “production sites”. They now serve a similar

purpose but local branches are holdovers from a time when people applied for benefits in person

(Figure J.I). The headquarters and the regional centres oversee the production sites but do not

engage in claim processing directly. As a result, I can not construct my productivity measure

for these offices and I exclude them from the analysis. My sample includes all production sites,

namely 111 main offices and 383 local branches.

Next, I describe the within-office hierarchy of INPS production sites. In each local branch,

a single manager oversees production workers who assess whether to accept or reject claims.
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Managers often task a few senior employees with additional responsibilities like monitoring

specific areas of the production process (e.g., pensions) or supervising other employees. These

responsibilities are associated with higher status and additional monthly compensation. Main

offices have the same structure as local branches with one exception: they also have two subor-

dinate managers to whom the manager delegates some of her responsibilities. I abstract from

the subordinate managers in my empirical analysis.

Variable Definition and Context

Absences

INPS codes each employee as absent whenever she is not present. According to this definition,

absences include vacation days, sick days, and paid and unpaid leave. Absences are recorded

in full-time equivalent units. 21% of employees are absent on a typical workday (Table II).

When a public sector employee takes a sick day, she is required to notify the address where

she will spend her sick day. She is not allowed to leave that location between 8 a.m. and 12

p.m. and 1 p.m. and 6 p.m. Exceptions are granted if she visits a doctor or seeks treatment

at the hospital. During these time slots, the employee can be audited by a physician (medico

fiscale) whose job is to ascertain that the employee is indeed sick. Given the limited resources

devoted to auditing, only a small number of people taking sick days is actually audited. If a

manager suspects that one of her employees is taking unjustified sick days, she can order an

inspection.

Backlog

The backlog is measured as the number of claims that office i received and that are yet to be

processed at the end of quarter t. The 5th and the 95th percentile of backlogged claims are

579 and 248,452 respectively. To give a sense of the magnitudes, the typical office would take

between a little short of 2 weeks (5th percentile) to 23 weeks (95th percentile) to process those

amounts of claims. On average, each office has a backlog 54,236 claims which translate into 10
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weeks’ worth of work.

Demand

Demand is measured as the number of claims that originate from the office catchment area.

Experience in the Public Sector

Experience in the public sector is defined as the number of years since each manager was first

hired in a public sector organization.

Front-Office

Refer to Online Appendix I.

Full-time equivalent employment (FTE)

Full-time equivalent employment represents the number of full-time workers assigned to produc-

tion. In other words, full-time employees count as one worker, while those who work part-time

count for the fraction of hours they work relative to a full-time employee. Importantly, this

measure excludes the workers who do not engage in production such as janitors and IT person-

nel.

Hours devoted to production

The hours devoted to production are calculated as total hours worked (including overtime) net

of absences and time devoted to training. INPS record this variable in full-time equivalent units.

Macro-Regions

The macro-regions are defined according to the Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics

or NUTS (Nomenclature des unités territoriales statistiques). Offices are grouped in one of the

following regions: North-East, North-West, Center, South or Islands. Managers’ place of birth
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is classified in the same fashion. As there are a handful of managers who were not born in Italy,

I include an additional category (“Abroad”) to account for it.

Overtime

INPS records overtime work in full-time equivalent units. A feature of the Italian public sector

is that managers have to preventively authorize overtime work in order for it to be remunerated.

Quality Index

The quality index is measured as a weighted average of two components: the fraction of claims

processed within the first thirty days44 (timeliness), and the fraction of claims that has to be

processed twice because of an error in initial processing (error rate). The error rate includes

all corrections that have been made to a claim after the transaction was closed for the first

time. Errors are discovered in one of the following circumstances. First, when an employee

realizes she made a mistake and she amends it. Second, during one of the random audits (INPS

audits 5% of the production of each office twice per year). Third, if managers spot mistakes

when reviewing or supervising their employees’ work. Fourth, errors can be found when denied

beneficiaries file an appeal. Anecdotally, the vast majority of errors are found during the audits

and most of them are procedural (i.e., the employee did not follow the correct procedure) as

opposed to substantial (i.e., the final decision to reject/accept a claim was wrong). My data

does not contain the two sub-components of the quality index (timeliness and error rate), direct

information on the audits, the number of mistakes, and the number of appeals filed. Therefore,

I can not analyze these components separately.

Retirement

I define retirements as coming from two sources: (1) voluntary separations of workers over age

60 and (2) automatic separations due to worker age limits. This definition excludes firings. As I

44There is a handful of products for which the threshold is sixty rather than thirty days.
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discuss in Section VI, the age at which public sector workers qualify for retirement is a function

of both their employment history and their age. Since I do not observe their full employment

history, I can not infer whether they qualify for a pension at the time of separation. Hence, I

use age a proxy for it. A concern is that I may mistakenly classify a transfer of a worker over

age 60 to another government agency as a retirement. Anecdotally, transfers of workers close

to the retirement age across government agencies occur very rarely.

Once a public sector employee qualifies for pension benefits, she has a window of a few years

in which she has discretion over the timing of her retirement. Starting from 2012 workers are

also allowed to trade-off early retirement with lower benefit levels.45 Public sector contracts are

terminated automatically whenever the worker’s age exceeds a given threshold (T̃ ), provided

that she qualifies for pension benefits (i.e., separation due to worker age limits). T̃ was equal

to 65 years old at the beginning of my sample period and has progressively increased over time

to reach 67.7 in 2018.

As discussed in the main body of the paper, managers and higher-level officials cannot force

older workers to retire and they can not negotiate exit packages or golden parachutes to per-

suade them to leave. The retirement procedure has to be initiated by the worker with the only

exception of workers older than T̃ .

Training

INPS records the time devoted to formal training in full-time equivalent units. Managers can

provide (informal) on the job training, but INPS does not systematically keep track of it.

Transfers

I define as inbound (outbound) transfers workers transferring from (to) another office within the

Social Security Administration. Table II shows that 0.41 workers per year transfer to another

45This opportunity was introduced by the so-called Fornero Reform to reduce the burden of social security
payments on the government budget.
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site and 0.87 employees join the office from within the organization.46

Weights

INPS classifies claims into very fine categories and assigns a separate weight to each of them

(there currently are more than one thousand categories and hence weights). As described in

Section IV, the weights are used to aggregate the number of claims of different types processed

by each office into a single output measure. As part of INPS quality control department, there

is a team devoted to measuring weights and keeping them up to date. In order to construct the

weight for product v, this team selects an excellent, an average, and a mediocre office and picks

a representative sample of product-v claims from each office. Then the team visits each site

and records the amount of time each employee took to process each claim. At the end of this

process, the weight is constructed by averaging all measurements across employees and offices.

The same set of weights applies to all offices at a given time. However, weights are adjusted if

there is a technological improvement and the time required to process a specific claim shortens,

or when the paperwork associated with a claim changes. INPS also puts in place a series of

checks to ensure that the weights are measures accurately. For example, INPS quality control

team also tracks backlog by product. If the backlog for a given product increases substantially

across multiple offices, INPS reassess the weight assigned to that product.

Appendix D : Office Workload

In this section, I first describe the geographic distribution of claim types, then I discuss how

INPS equalizes workloads across sites.

To describe the geographic distribution of workloads, I group claim types in nine broad

46As these moves occur within the Social Security Agency, one might expect that the number of outbound
transfers in a given period must equal the number of inbound transfers in the following one. While this is true
in aggregate, it does not hold true in my sample. The reason is that my sample contains a subset of offices. In
particular, it happens to be the case that fewer workers transfer from production sites to the headquarters or
the Regional Centers than those who make the opposite type of transition.
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categories: insurance and pensions, subsidies to the poor, services to contributors, social and

medical services, specialized products, archives and data management, administrative cross-

checks, checks on benefits, and appeals. Figure D.I reports the share of claims processed in

each of those nine categories separately for local branches and main offices in each region. Here

I focus production volumes abstracting weights. Main office workloads do not vary substantially

across geographical areas, while there is more heterogeneity across local branches. In particular,

subsidies to the poor represent a larger share of claims processed in southern offices reflecting

the fact that Southern Italy is the poorest region. Workload composition differs between local

branches and main offices, for example, the former process a larger share of subsidies to the

poor while the latter spend more time on the archive and data management and administrative

cross-checks.

Figure D.II displays the distribution of the number claims processed per worker for the

three largest categories. There is a wide variation in the number of claims processed per worker

within each category. This finding suggests that the wide dispersion in productivity we observe

is not driven by a specific product and it is not a by-product of the weighting system.

INPS optimizes its resource allocation to meet a demand that has a strong seasonal com-

ponent and often exhibits idiosyncratic shocks. Given the many constraints related to hiring

and firing bureaucrats, the Social Security Agency can either reallocate employees or workloads

across sites. While reassigning workers to offices seems an appealing strategy, in practice, this

is often not feasible. Bureaucrats can not be forced to move from one site to another against

their will and those who choose to move are relatively few as documented by the low number

of inbound and outbound transfers in Table II. To equalize workloads across offices and use

resources effectively, INPS highly encourages managers to trade claims (principio di sussidia-

rietà). Managers facing low demand are instructed to contact managers in high-demand offices

and ask to be transferred a share of their claims. If the two managers agree on the trade,

claims are transferred electronically and they count toward the production of the office that

processes them. Equalizing workloads is beneficial for both offices as the traded claims increase
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Figure D.I: Spacial Distribution of Workloads

North, Main Office Center, Main Office South, Main Office

North, Local Branch Center, Local Branch South, Local Branch

1 2 3

4 5 6
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Note: The categories are defined as follows: 1: Insurance and pensions, 2: Subsidies to the poor, 3: Services
to contributors, 4: Social and medical services, 5: Specialized products, 6: Archives and data management, 7:
Administrative cross-checks, 8: Checks on benefits, 9: Appeals.

Figure D.II: Distribution of the Three Largest Claim Categories
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the output of the low-demand office, and the high-demand office is not penalized by a decrease

in the quality index due to longer processing time. This is also beneficial for citizens living
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in the catchment area of high-demand offices as their claims are processed faster than they

would have been in the absence of the trade. As INPS encourages trades across sites and the

pay-for-performance scheme incentivizes managers to transfer claims from low- to high-demand

offices, trades are anecdotally very common.47

Appendix E : Normalization

In this section, I discuss the normalization imposed by two-way fixed effect models (Abowd et

al., 1999) and explain how I deal with multiple connected sets.

Suppose I estimate a two-way fixed effects model as in (2) on draws from the following the

data generating process

lnPit = β0 + θm(i,t) + αi + τt + uit,

where the notation is the same as in Section V. Assume that the identifying assumptions

discussed in Subsection V.B hold and that I have only one large weakly connected set, namely

all offices are directly or indirectly connected by workers moves (Figure E.I illustrates this

setting). I estimate (2) by omitting one manager fixed effect and one time fixed effect due to

Figure E.I: One Connected Set

Office C

Office BOffice A

Office D

47As I do not have data on trades, I can not analyze this margin.
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perfect multicollinearity (notice that, if I do not include an overall constant in (2), I do not need

to omit any office fixed effect). In the absence of measurement error, the estimated manager

fixed effect (θ̂m(i,t)) identifies the difference between the true manager effect (θm(i,t)) and the

omitted category (θ0)

θ̂m(i,t) = θm(i,t) − θ0.

Likewise

τ̂ = τ − τ0

α̂i = αi + τ0 + θ0 + β0

where τ0 represents the omitted year dummy.

Let’s extend this setting and assume we have P connected sets (P = 2 in Figure E.II). I

estimate (2) on my full sample by omitting one manager dummy for each connected set and

one time dummy due to perfect multicollinearity. In this case the estimated manager fixed

effect (θ̂m(i,t)) identifies the difference between the true manager effect (θm(i,t)) and the omitted

category for connected set p (θ0,CSp)

θ̂m(i,t) = θm(i,t) − θ0,CSp.

Likewise

τ̂ = τ − τ0

α̂i = αi + τ0 + θ0,CSp + β0.

In other words, the estimated manager effect depends on the normalization I choose (i.e.,

the manager I pick as the reference group), yet this normalization does not affect manager’s

ranking within her connected set. In other words, I can only meaningfully compare managers

and office fixed effects within connected sets (i.e., local ranking). If one were willing to assume

that θ0,CSp is the same across connected sets, then managers could be ranked globally. However,
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this assumption is not realistic in my setting.

Next, I show that the normalization I impose does not impact the R2 and ∆̂M i. As the

normalization does not affect the predicted values from (2), it does not impact the R2 and

the R2 adjusted. As I discussed in Subsection V.D, ∆̂M i represents the estimated change in

managerial talent resulting from a change in leadership. Let θ̂incoming and θ̂outgoing be the effect

of the incoming and outgoing manager respectively, then

∆̂M i = θ̂incoming − θ̂outgoing

=
(
θincoming − θ0,CSp

)
−
(
θoutgoing − θ0,CSp

)
= θincoming − θoutgoing.

(14)

(14) shows that ∆̂M i does not depend on the normalization I choose. The reason is that I am

comparing the fixed effect of managers who follow one another and that by definition belong

to the same connected set.

Figure E.II: Multiple Connected Set
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Appendix F : Autocorrelation

In this section, I use simulation analysis to show that a substantial degree of autocorrelation is

needed to represent a serious threat to the leave-out strategy presented in Section VI.A.

This procedure ensures that the outcomes of interest are not directly related to my measures

of manager ability. However, if unobserved productivity shocks uit are serially correlated,

then my leave-out measure of managerial effectiveness may still be spuriously, yet indirectly

correlated with outcomes.

I hold constant the mobility structure from my sample and generate four simulated log

productivity measures y1
it, y

2
it, ..., y

4
it suffering from different degrees of autocorrelation. I model

log productivity as additive in an office permanent component, a manager component, a time

shock common to all offices, and an idiosyncratic error term. All simulated outcomes are

constructed using the data generating process (DGP) described in equation (15). These four

DGP’s only differ in the degree of autocorrelation present in the error term.

ydit = αi + θm(i,t) + τt + udit (15)

where i and t index office and quarter respectively and d = {1, 2, 3, 4} indexes the DGP. udit

is an idiosyncratic error term, and all the other variables are defined as in Section V. I draw

the manager, office, and time effects from a normal distribution with mean zero and variance

σ2. The autocorrelation structure is specified as follows: udit = ρudi,t−1 + ξdit for d = 1, 2, 3, 4.

ξdit ∼ N(0, σ2
ξd

). I choose σ2
ξd

so that the variance of the error term is constant across DGPs.

The autocorrelation coefficient takes the following values ρ = {0, 0.1, 0.4, 0.8}. In other words,

u1
it ∼ N(0, σ2

ξ1) (i.e., i.i.d. errors), while u2
it, ..., ε

4
it have an AR(1) structure.

I then run the leave-out estimation strategy outlined in Section VI on each of the seven

simulated dependent variables. I repeat this procedure 1,000 times and I average the estimated

coefficients over the 1,000 replications.

When the errors are i.i.d., the leave-out procedure fully purges π̂k1 from idiosyncratic pro-
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ductivity shocks. Therefore, the performance of the leave-out procedure in the presence of

serially correlated productivity shocks should be evaluated against the benchmark case of i.i.d.

shocks. Figure F.Ia compares the estimated coefficients obtained from DGPs suffering from

autocorrelation to the benchmark case of i.i.d. errors. This Figure shows that modest levels

of autocorrelation (i.e., ρ ≈ 0.1) have little impact on the leave-out procedure. As my esti-

mated autocorrelation coefficient is 0.04, I conclude that autocorrelated errors do not represent

a serious threat to my empirical strategy.

Figure F.I: Impact of Serial Correlation on the Leave-Out Procedure
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Appendix G : Reduced Form Impacts of Managerial

Talent on Time Allocation

I also investigate how time allocation changes with the takeover of a more productive manager

focusing on absenteeism rates, training, overtime work, total hours, and the wage bill (Table

G.I). Better managers decrease the absenteeism rate of the office they oversee (column 1).

Interestingly, this effect seems to be short-lived, as it peaks four quarters after the change

in leadership and then it appears to fade. This finding is consistent with managers directly

affecting the incentives for employees to show up to work, most likely by requesting audits for

those workers whom they believe take sick days without a medical reason (Online Appendix

C).

In principle, a good manager can do more on-site tutoring (i.e., informal training) and take

advantage of courses and workshops which are organized by the main office in their jurisdiction

(i.e., formal training). I find no overall impact on formal training, and some evidence of a

temporary reduction in this variable few periods after the takeover (column 2). It should be

mentioned that, as INPS does not collect information regarding the time managers invest in on-

site tutoring, I cannot evaluate this margin. Remarkably, more productive managers succeed

in keeping up production without resorting to more overtime hours to compensate for the

reduction in full-time equivalent employment (column 3). I summarize these results studying

the evolution of the total number of hours devoted to production (see Online Appendix C

for variable definition). Overall, the number of hours devoted to production shows a modest

decrease (column 4) mirroring the effect on FTE.

Next, I study the impact of leadership changes on total costs, which I proxy with the wage

bill (column 5 of Table G.I). As I do not observe the wage bill directly, I construct an index for

it. Specifically, since overtime hours are remunerated 30% more than regular hours, I construct
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the wage bill index by weighing every regular hour (h) by one and every overtime hour by 1.3:

wage bill = 1× h+ 1.3× overtime.

Since the wage index is a function of the number of hours, not surprisingly its behavior closely

mirrors it. This wage index abstracts from seniority benefits and social contributions, thus,

these estimates are likely to be an upper bound on the true impact on the wage bill.48

48This exercise is robust to weighting overtime hours by 115% or even 150% (results not shown). This is
because overtime hours represent a small share of total hours and, hence, have a limited impact on the wage
index.
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Table G.I: Estimated Effects of Changes in Managerial Talent on Time Allocation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
k Abs. Rate A(Training) A(Overtime) Ln(Hours) Ln(Wage Bill 30%)
-4 -0.014 0.180 0.031 0.000 -0.001

(0.022) (0.125) (0.081) (0.067) (0.068)
-3 -0.023 0.134 0.061 0.016 0.015

(0.016) (0.130) (0.069) (0.059) (0.059)
-2 -0.033 0.077 0.152 0.064 0.063

(0.016) (0.091) (0.082) (0.046) (0.046)
0 -0.016 0.004 -0.009 -0.198 -0.199

(0.020) (0.108) (0.082) (0.100) (0.103)
1 -0.007 -0.069 -0.082 -0.195 -0.194

(0.016) (0.123) (0.089) (0.075) (0.075)
2 -0.046 -0.308 0.003 -0.208 -0.207

(0.019) (0.142) (0.087) (0.082) (0.082)
3 -0.057 -0.376 -0.024 -0.172 -0.173

(0.020) (0.140) (0.070) (0.092) (0.091)
4 -0.074 -0.133 0.113 -0.161 -0.161

(0.024) (0.133) (0.083) (0.103) (0.102)
5 -0.037 -0.030 -0.003 -0.330 -0.331

(0.020) (0.138) (0.079) (0.101) (0.100)
6 -0.045 -0.093 -0.017 -0.421 -0.446

(0.026) (0.135) (0.091) (0.115) (0.126)

N 318 318 318 318 318
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean Dep. Var. 0.023 0.018 -0.122 -0.082 -0.087

Note: Balanced-analysis sample (2011q1-2017q2). This subsample includes only events which are balanced on
[−4, 6]. The dependent variable is ∆ykit (see text) and yit is reported at the top of each column. A(.) stands
for asinh. All models include time fixed effects, main effects and two-way interactions between a dummy for
Center-North, a dummy for main offices, a set of dummies for quartiles of baseline productivity, as well as time
effects interacted with the dummy for Center-North. k indexes event time. Each coefficient is obtained from a
separate regression. Bootstrapped standard errors are reported in parenthesis.
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Appendix H : Heterogeneity

In this Section, I assess whether managers have heterogeneous treatment effects that differ

by geographical location, office size, office type, social capital, and baseline productivity. I

estimate the following specification which builds on (10) and allows for heterogeneity in Hi (a

pre-determined office characteristic):

∆ lnP k
it = πk0 + πk1∆̂M

L

i + πkH1 ∆̂M
L

i ×Hi + ∆τt + ψk∆Xk
it + ∆εkit. (16)

All the variables are defined as above. πkH captures the heterogeneous treatment effects (if

any) and it is the main coefficients of interest.

Northern Italy is known for being a rich and entrepreneurial region, while Southern Italy is

often depicted as poor and unproductive. One might think that sites located in one of these

two regions may be more responsive to changes in managerial talent and that it would be better

from an aggregate perspective to allocate all the best managers to those offices. Contrary to

these expectations, Figure H.Ia shows that increases in managerial ability have no differential

impact on offices located in the North compared to those in the South boradly defined.

Along similar lines, it might be easier to improve performance in an unproductive, small

office rather than in a large, productive site. I measure baseline productivity and office size as

the average of these variables in 2011. I define “low” productivity offices as those below the

median baseline productivity; likewise, small (i.e., “low” FTE) sites are those below median

baseline size. It is noteworthy that there are no heterogeneous effects along these dimensions.

As culture and social norms shape work ethics and everyday interactions, I test whether

sites with higher social capital are more responsive to changes in manager ability. Social capital

is a complex and multifaceted concept. I construct two province-level proxies for it using the

daily number of non-sport newspapers sold per 1,000 inhabitants and the number of donated

blood bags per million inhabitants in 1995 (Guiso et al., 2004; Cartocci, 2007). Figure H.Id

and H.Ie display no evidence of heterogeneity in these two dimensions of social capital.
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I also test whether productivity gains differ between main offices and local branches. Figure

H.If shows some suggestive evidence that productivity gains may be lower in main offices than in

local branches, although this effect is only temporary and imprecisely estimated. This pattern is

consistent with managers directly overseeing employees in local branches, whereas the hierarchy

is more complex in main offices (Online Appendix C). One may argue that ordinary bonuses

are more closely tied to the office performance for managers stationed in main offices than

those assigned to local branches and that these difference in incentives may be driving the

productivity gains I document in Section V. However, this is not consistent with the fact that

productivity gains are (if anything) lower in main offices than in local branches (Figure H.If).

Albeit I have admittedly limited power to detect heterogeneous treatment effects, produc-

tivity gains do not appear to differ by geographical location, office size, office type, baseline

productivity, and social capital. These findings line up with the structure imposed by the

two-way fixed effects models that do not allow for heterogeneous treatment effects.
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Figure H.I: Estimated Heterogeneous Effects of Leadership Changes
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Note: Panels (a)-(f) report point estimates (π̂kH
1 ) and 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals from (16). The

dependent variable is log productivity. Hi represent a pre-determined office characteristic and is reported in the
legend below each Panel. P, FTE, and SC stand for Productivity, Full-time equivalent employment and Social
Capital, respectively. I use the province-level aggregate of the daily number of non-sport newspapers sold per
1,000 inhabitants and the number of donated blood bags per million inhabitants in 1995 as proxies for social
capital. “High Hi” is defined as being above the median of baseline Hi. X-axis indexes event time.
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Appendix I : Excluding the Front Office

Although INPS employees devote the vast majority of their efforts to claim processing, they

also allocate some time to the front office. Front offices are holdovers from a time when people

applied for benefits in person and they have progressively been replaced by online applications

and communications. These days virtually all beneficiaries apply either online or through tax

consultants (Centri di Assistenza Fiscale) and front office operations are quite limited. Front

offices assist beneficiaries with their applications by providing a variety of services including an-

swering questions on eligibility requirements and procedures, checking on the status of pending

applications, and providing consultations regarding future benefits. All the services provided

by front offices are also provided online and through INPS call centres.

As it is challenging to measure accurately the time that employees devote to assisting

beneficiaries, I construct an alternative measure of office productivity (lnP c
it) where the hours

devoted to the front office do not count toward office output. I show that my results are

robust to this alternative definition. I estimate (10) and (12) using this alternative measure

of productivity as the dependent variable, and the pattern of results is unchanged (Figure I.Ia

and I.Ib). As an additional robustness check, I re-estimate (2) using lnP c
it as my dependent

variable, and I correlate manager fixed effects obtained from this model with those from (2).

The correlation coefficient is 92%. Overall, I conclude that measurement error in front office

operations is not driving my results.
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Figure I.I: Robutness: Estimated Effect of Leadership Changes On Productivity
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Note: Figure shows estimated effects of changes in leadership on office pro-
ductivity. Productivity is constructed without taking the time devoted to
consulting into account. Panel (a) reports point estimates and bootstrapped
95% confidence intervals, while Panel (b) reports only point estimates. As the
first quartile (Q1) of ∆ML

i is the omitted category, all coefficients identify the
difference between the j-th and the first quartile (Qj − Q1). X-axis indexes
event time.
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Appendix J Additional Figures and Tables

Figure J.I: Spacial Distribution of Social Security Offices
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Figure J.II: Distribution of Productivity
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Figure J.III: Heat Map of Province Average Productivity
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Figure J.IV: Mean Residual by Manager/Office Quartiles (Largest Connected Set),
2011q1-2017q2

Note: Figure shows mean residuals from model (2) on the largest connected set with cells defined by
quartiles of estimated manager effect, interacted with quartiles of estimated office effect.
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Figure J.V: Treatment Intensity for Events Balanced on [−4, 6]
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Note: I measure treatment intensity (∆̂M i) associated with the switch as the change in the estimated

manager fixed effects. This Figure reports treatment intensity for the events in the balanced-analysis

sample.
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Figure J.VI: Counterfactual Exercises

(a) Policy 1: Rassign
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(b) Policy 2: Replace bottom 20%
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(c) Policy 3: Replace bottom 20% and Reassign
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Note: This figure illustrates how the allocation of managers to offices is impacted by three counterfactual
exercises. Policy 1: the social planner can reallocate existing managers according to the optimal rule. Policy
2: the social planner can fire the bottom 20% of top-level bureaucrats and substitute them with the median
manager (but allocate them as in the current environment). Policy 3: the social planner can implement both
Policy 1 and 2. The sample includes only the largest connected set.. The hollow triangles represent the current
allocation of managers to offices while the green circles represent the one implied by the counterfactual exercises.
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Table J.I: Dispersion in Productivity

Productivity Within-Industry
Measure Productivity Moment

Panel A: My Measure
Labor productivity: Median 4.524
log(weighted claims/employee) IQ range 0.426

90-10 percentile range 0.860
95-5 percentile range 1.161

St. deviation 0.366
Panel B: Syverson (2004)
Labor productivity: Median 3.174
log(value added/employee) IQ range 0.662

90-10 percentile range 1.417
95-5 percentile range 2.014

Note: Panel A reports the statistics of interest for my productivity mea-
sure calculated over the full sample (2011q1-2017q2). Panel B is taken from
Table 1 of Syverson (2004) and reports plant-level productivity distribution
moments across 433 (four-digit SIC) manufacturing industries.
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Table J.II: Analysis of Variance of Quarterly Measures of Pro-
ductivity per Worker at INPS Offices

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Ln(P) Ln(P) Ln(P) Ln(P) Ln(P)

N 11643 11643 11643 11643 11643
R sq. 0.352 0.579 0.640 0.615 0.643
Adj. R sq. 0.350 0.560 0.603 0.584 0.604
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Office FE No Yes Yes No No
Manager FE No No Yes Yes No
Manag-by-Office FE No No No No Yes
Pvalue 0.000 0.000

Note: Full sample at the yearly level, 2011-2017. I perform an analysis of
variance of log productivity to study how much of its variation is explained
by the office, manager, and time components. The p-value at the bottom of
the table tests the hypotheses that manager effects are jointly zero.
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Table J.III: Can Observables Predict Incoming Manager FE? - Robut-
ness

(1) (2)
Manager FE Change in Manager FE

Main Office -0.492 (0.078) -0.047 (0.034)
North + Center 0.134 (0.069) -0.035 (0.027)
Growth Rate P - 3 q 0.050 (0.033) 0.030 (0.029)
Growth Rate P - 2 q 0.066 (0.072) 0.025 (0.051)
Growth Rate P - 1 q -0.115 (0.079) -0.102 (0.057)
Growth Rate Y - 3 q 0.016 (0.052) 0.069 (0.047)
Growth Rate Y - 2 q -0.055 (0.048) -0.026 (0.035)
Growth Rate Y - 1 q 0.072 (0.100) 0.063 (0.075)
Growth Rate FTE - 3 q 0.147 (0.134) 0.025 (0.121)
Growth Rate FTE - 2 q 0.016 (0.162) 0.156 (0.166)
Growth Rate FTE - 1 q -0.136 (0.176) -0.208 (0.157)
N 521 521
R sq. 0.446 0.505
Adj. R sq. 0.190 0.277
CS FE Yes Yes
P-value (All) 0.000 0.048
P-value (Growth Rates) 0.474 0.157

Note: The sample includes all events balanced on [−4, 0]. The dependent variable
is the manager effect estimated using (2) in column 1, while it is the difference be-
tween the estimated effect of the incoming and outgoing manager effects in column
2. P , Y , and FTE stand for productivity, output and full-time equivalent employ-
ment respectively. “Growth Rate P - x q” is defined as the productivity growth
rate of office i between -(x+1) and -1. “P-value (All)” and “P-value (Growth
Rates)” are the p-values for the null hypothesis that all regressors of interest are
jointly statistically significant and that the growth rates are jointly significant re-
spectively. All regressions include connected set (CS) fixed effects. Standard errors
are clustered at the office level and are reported in parenthesis.
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Table J.IV: Estimated Effects of Changes in Managerial Talent

(1) (2) (3)
k Ln(Productivity) Ln(Output) Ln(FTE)
-4 -0.119 -0.117 0.002

(0.118) (0.124) (0.056)
-3 0.045 0.032 -0.013

(0.128) (0.128) (0.055)
-2 -0.111 -0.087 0.024

(0.110) (0.111) (0.042)
0 0.390 0.178 -0.212

(0.103) (0.086) (0.092)
1 0.484 0.282 -0.202

(0.126) (0.115) (0.070)
2 0.399 0.110 -0.290

(0.124) (0.112) (0.078)
3 0.516 0.249 -0.266

(0.088) (0.104) (0.077)
4 0.447 0.179 -0.268

(0.136) (0.107) (0.090)
5 0.417 0.038 -0.379

(0.143) (0.148) (0.083)
6 0.661 0.168 -0.493

(0.113) (0.124) (0.109)

N 318 318 318
Time FE Yes Yes Yes
Mean Dep. Var. 0.051 -0.048 -0.048

Note: Balanced-analysis sample (2011q1-2017q2). This subsample includes
only events which are balanced on [−4, 6]. The dependent variable is ∆ykit
(see text) and yit is reported at the top of each column. All models include
time fixed effects, main effects and two-way interactions between a dummy
for Center-North, a dummy for main offices, a set of dummies for quartiles
of baseline productivity, as well as time effects interacted with the dummy
for Center-North. k indexes event time. Each coefficient is obtained from a
separate regression. Bootstrapped standard errors are reported in parenthe-
sis.
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Table J.V: Counterfactual Exercises (Largest CS)

∆P
Policy 1: Reassign 7.7%
Policy 2: Replace bottom 20% 2.6%
Policy 3: Replace bottom 20% + Reassign 8.1 %
Policy 4: Random allocation 2%

Note: The sample includes only the largest connected set. I consider
four counterfactual policies that the social planner can implement. Pol-
icy 1: she can rallocate existing managers according to the optimal
rule. Policy 2: she can fire the bottom 20% of top-level bureaucrats
and substitute them with the median manager (but allocate them as
in the current environment). Policy 3: she can implement both Policy
and 2. Policy 4: she can randomly assign existing managers to offices
(1,000 iterations).
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